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ABSTRACT 
 
Transportation and utility networks (e.g., water delivery, power, and oil systems) 
are essential in the support of all economic and social activity of an industrialized region. 
The functional loss of this critical urban infrastructure due to internal or external 
perturbations, such as earthquakes, can severely impact commercial and industrial 
activities on regional, national, and international scales, and on rapid and effective 
emergency response and repair operations following the event. Therefore, understanding 
the influence of hazards on these infrastructure systems and allocation of limited 
resources for seismic retrofitting components of infrastructure systems are critical to 
mitigate damage and to perform effective response and recovery efforts. 
This study develops an approach for estimating seismic performance of complex 
critical urban infrastructures and optimizing seismic retrofit of infrastructure systems 
based on system-level performance under the constraint of finite resources. First, post-
earthquake system performance of interdependent or independent infrastructure systems 
is assessed based on a state-of-the-art network analysis model. Subsequently, a novel 
optimization algorithm is developed to determine the best retrofit strategy to maximize 
system performance with a limited budget. The developed methodology is applied to 
substantial infrastructure systems for seismic loss estimation and mitigation study. The 
resulting output of the methodology can provide useful insight to assist in prioritizing 
components of infrastructure systems for seismic retrofit to enhance their post-earthquake 
functionality. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem Description 
Transportation networks and utility systems (e.g., water delivery, power, and oil 
systems) form critical elements of urban infrastructure. These systems consist of 
numerous structural components that are spatially distributed and mutually 
interdependent. These infrastructure systems are essential to the support of all economic 
and social activity of an industrialized nation. The functional loss of these systems due to 
natural or manmade disasters can cause severe impact on a community, including 
disruption of traffic flow, loss of water supplies, reduction in electrical system capacity, 
and severance of gas links.  These losses impair important societal functions, such as 
emergency response, rescue and recovery, and commercial and industrial activities (on 
regional, national, and international scales).  
Recent earthquakes impacting urban regions, such as Loma Prieta and Northridge 
in the United States, and Hyogo-ken Nanbu in Japan, have demonstrated their impact on 
critical urban infrastructures. The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (Mw = 6.9) caused 
damage to 91 state highway bridges in California. Thirteen bridges out of 91 were closed 
due to the severity of the damage (Chang & Nojima, 1998). The San Francisco-Oakland 
Bay Bridge, which carried about 250,000 vehicles per day prior to the earthquake, was 
closed due to the collapse of one of the 50-foot-long sections. A portion of the Cypress 
Street Viaduct along the Nimitz Freeway (Interstate 880), which carried about 170,000 
vehicles per day prior to the earthquake, also experienced collapse. These failures 
induced significant negative effects on the transportation network of the San Francisco 
Bay Area due to the lack of alternative routes (Dames & Moore Group, 1990). 
Approximately 1.4 million Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) customers lost power 
immediately following the Loma Prieta earthquake. About 12,000 customers had power 
within 2 days, while power was restored in most of San Francisco within 7 hours (PG&E, 
1990). Power plant damage was minor, but several plants were forced off-line by 
substation damage. The Bay Area water network experienced approximately 750 water 
main and service line breaks. Pipeline damage was extensive in areas of ground failure, 
such as San Francisco's Marina District, Santa Cruz, and Watsonville. Disruption due to 
the pipeline failure lasted about 2 weeks in the harder-hit areas (CETS, 1994). Moreover, 
due to power outages and the lack of backup power, the sewage system was rendered 
nonfunctional, resulting in a release of raw sewage into San Francisco and Monterey 
Bays, as well as into the Pacific Ocean. This cascading failure could have been avoided if 
emergency power facilities had been available (CETS, 1994). 
The 1994 Northridge earthquake (Mw = 6.8) caused damage to 233 state highway 
bridges. Portions of major highways and freeways in California were closed due to the 
extensive damage or failure of bridges, inducing widespread disruption after the event. 
Significant travel delays and associated business interruption were reported until bridges 
were reopened (Caltrans, 1994; FHWA, 1994). The entire city of Los Angeles suffered a 
blackout, and approximately 15% of the population (about 100,000 customers) served by 
 
 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) lost water services immediately 
following the earthquake (Chen, 2003; Hall, 1995; USHUD, 1995).  
In Japan, the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake (M = 7.2; JMA scale) caused 
heavy damage to highway structures in the Hanshin area. In three locations, a total of 10 
spans of the Hanshin Expressway Route 3 completely failed and blocked a link that 
carried around 40% of Osaka-Kobe road traffic. Some viaducts between the Toyonaka 
interchange (IC) and Nishinomiya IC on the Meishin Expressway were severely damaged. 
The Meishin Expressway was closed for several weeks while emergency operations were 
undertaken. Other elevated highways, such as Route 5 and the Chugoku National 
Expressway, were damaged as well and induced severe congestion in ground-level 
roadways (Chang & Nojima, 1998). The event also damaged three water purification 
plants and caused approximately 25,000 instances of damage to water service lines. The 
damage to the power grid was much less severe as compared to the water system. Even in 
the areas of extreme liquefaction and lateral spreading, electricity was generally 
functioning within a few days of the earthquake, although water, gas, and sewer services 
were not available (Akai et al., 1995). 
These major earthquakes have increased significantly societal awareness of the 
consequences of earthquakes on critical urban infrastructure systems and the need to 
mitigate potential effects on these systems. As a result, many researchers have developed 
approaches to assess the seismic risk of complex urban infrastructure systems and to 
prioritize components of the system for seismic retrofit for mitigating damage.  
Many of existing approaches generally assess the vulnerability of an infrastructure 
system by evaluating the vulnerability of its components (e.g., bridges, power plants, and 
pumping stations) using fragility curves (NIBS, 1999) and prioritize its components for 
seismic retrofit based on the individual risks associated with these components.  More 
advanced approaches incorporate the vulnerability of components in a system level 
analysis to assess the system-wide loss (Shinozuka, 2007; Werner, 2004). Although these 
approaches are important advances in the understanding of the seismic response of urban 
infrastructure systems, characterization and modeling of the interdependent behavior of 
the systems (i.e., the failure of one system influences on the failures of other systems) 
remains a significant challenge. Moreover, an approach that incorporates current state-of-
the art/knowledge in developing network-based seismic retrofit strategies and maximizes 
the overall seismic performance of infrastructure systems with finite resources is not 
available.  
1.2 Objectives and Scope 
This research proposes an approach for assessing the post-earthquake system 
performance of complex, critical urban infrastructures and optimizing seismic retrofit of 
these systems based on system performance with finite resources. The specific objectives 
of this study are to: 
• Develop a model to assess the seismic performance of interdependent/ 
dependent complex infrastructure systems using state-of-the-art network 
analysis. 
• Develop optimization approaches to obtain network-based seismic retrofit 
strategies for the complex infrastructure systems under the constraint of finite 
resources.  
 
 
• Verify the proposed approach using actual infrastructure systems, and study the 
impacts of potential earthquakes on the system performance and 
advantages/disadvantages of a network-based seismic retrofit of transportation 
systems. 
1.3 Outline of Proposal 
The chapters of this report have the following contents: 
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the problem of seismic loss on 
infrastructure.  
Chapter 2 summarizes past research of seismic system performance assessment 
and prioritization techniques.  
The overall procedure and details of the proposed approach for seismic loss 
estimation of infrastructure systems are presented in Chapter 3. Sampling techniques for 
considering component risk in evaluating system performance are introduced first.  A 
probabilistic model for characterizing interdependent networks is developed and 
presented as well as the need to consider interdependency. Last, network performance 
measures and network analysis algorithms are introduced.  
Chapter 4 presents a model for searching effective retrofit strategies. Optimization 
algorithms employed to solve the problems are introduced, and their application to the 
current problem is presented.  
Numerical experiments are performed to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed 
approach in Chapter 5. Sampling techniques are compared and their relative merits are 
discussed through example analyses. Parametric studies for the optimization techniques 
considered are then performed and their efficiency is compared. The change of seismic 
performance and the efficiency of specific retrofit strategies under increasing seismic 
demand are illustrated as well.  
In Chapter 6, the proposed approach is employed for several case studies. The 
case studies include the water and power network in Shelby County, Tennessee and the 
transportation network in Charleston, South Carolina.  
Chapter 7 provides concluding comments regarding the research, as well as a 
discussion of future research possibilities. 
  
 
 
CHAPTER II 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In recent years, several developments have led to a significant amount of research 
in the analysis of complex urban infrastructure systems. The topology of real networks 
can be described in a large database because of advances in the computerization of data 
acquisition and collection. Increased computing power enables researchers to investigate 
larger networks and explore properties of interest that could not be considered previously. 
Interdisciplinary collaboration has led to more reliable solutions for more complicated 
problems in complex networks. Moreover, there has been an increasing interest and need 
to understand the behavior of systems as a whole beyond reductionist approaches (Albert 
& Barabási, 2002). These advances have spurred progress in the development of 
statistical methods and computer simulations for understanding the properties of large-
scale networks, for providing useful insight in network designs, and for predicting 
network behavior in response to internal or external disturbances. 
This chapter begins with a review of seismic loss estimation for critical urban 
infrastructures. Because the system structure and flow behavior in transportation 
networks are quite different from those in other lifelines, the associated research has been 
performed separately; thus, reviews are provided in separate sections. Recent 
developments in analyzing interdependent infrastructure are introduced as well. Finally, a 
summary is provided of existing methods in prioritizing network components for seismic 
retrofit to reduce the loss of network system functionality.  
2.1 Seismic Loss Assessment of Infrastructure Systems 
In the past few decades, much research has been performed to understand the 
response of a complex urban lifeline system under external perturbations. Some 
approaches adopt analytical system reliability frameworks to estimate the probabilities of 
complex system events (Dotson & Gobien, 1979; Kang et al., 2007; Li & He, 2002; Song 
& Der Kiureghian, 2003; Theologuo & Carlier, 1991; Yoo & Deo, 1988) while others 
rely on simulation models to estimate seismic performance of a lifeline system (Hwang 
and Shinozuka, 1998; Kim et al., 2006; Shinozuka et al., 2007; Werner et al., 2002. These 
approaches generally incorporate the vulnerability of components represented by fragility 
curves in a system level analysis. 
Analytical system reliability approaches mainly compute statistical measures, 
such as the probability of system events (e.g., availability of a path from a node to 
another node) and their associated cut-sets. These approaches are flexible and applicable 
to generic networks. Sensitivity analysis is easy to perform. However, these approaches 
are not applicable to large networks because the number of system events related to 
computation is an exponential function of the size of networks, and additional measures 
beyond statistical ones (e.g., imbalance between supply and demand in power grid and 
drivers’ delay in transportation networks) are required to predict the functional loss of a 
system (Li & He, 2002; Shinozuka & Hwang, 1998). On the other hand, simulation-based 
approaches generally use system-specific flow analysis algorithms to compute properties 
of interests in a system that cannot be obtained from system reliability analysis. Although 
 
 
the simulation-based approaches can require a large number of simulations to achieve 
acceptable accuracy, and computer run time can become excessive, the obtained 
properties provide important information to social scientists for quantifying 
socioeconomic impacts, which is beneficial in comprehensive pre-disaster planning and 
consequence estimation. These simulation-based approaches are outlined in this section. 
 Transportation networks are different from other lifelines, such as utility systems, 
largely in two aspects. First, the behavioral characteristics of flow in transportation 
networks and utility systems are quite different. Drivers seek to minimize their travel 
time, and the central authority is not able to control them completely, while the flow in 
utility systems is virtually under complete control. Second, unlike transportation 
networks, utility systems consist of supply facilities, the transmission network, and 
distribution facilities such that failures of some elements may result in outage of a system 
(e.g., failure of all power plants in a region). Because of the different behavior of flow 
and network structures, the existing studies in seismic loss assessment of these systems 
are reviewed separately in this section.  Finally, this section presents recent contributions 
from the study of a new kind of complex system: interdependent infrastructure.  
2.1.1 Transportation Networks 
Transportation networks have suffered extensive physical damage and associated 
loss of functionality due to past earthquakes. Seismic performance assessment of 
transportation networks for the estimation of economic loss, the planning of emergency 
response procedures, and prioritization of bridges for seismic retrofit has been catalyzed 
by major earthquakes in the last two decades.  
Although many researchers have conducted studies to assess the performance of 
individual components (i.e., bridges, tunnels, and roads), few have developed and 
proposed methodologies to assess the seismic performance of transportation networks. 
Chang and Nojima (1997, 1998) proposed an approach to assess the seismic performance 
of highway systems with various performance measures. The assessed seismic 
performance was used to estimate the earthquake’s economic impact. The selected 
performance measures considered were: (a) total number of highway sections open (N), 
(b) total length of highway open (L), (c) total “connected” length of highway open (C), 
and (d) total weighted “connected” length of highway open (W). These measures have 
been applied to several urban earthquakes-the 1989 Loma Prieta, the 1994 Northridge, 
and the 1995 Kobe earthquakes. Actual traffic conditions after the earthquakes and 
during the restoration phases were used for the analyses. These system performance 
measures were found to correlate well with traffic data from the restoration period. 
Regression analyses were performed to develop a model to predict the post-earthquake 
traffic condition and to identify the most accurate measures. From the regression analyses, 
the measures C and L were identified as being the most important to estimate the post-
earthquake traffic volume. The economic loss model in this study is shown as follows: 
( ) (1 )ttTotal Economic Loss L k V= ⋅ −∑  1, 2,...,t T=     (2.1) 
where k = constant, t = time index (e.g., months), T = time to complete highway 
restoration, and Vt = ratio of post-disaster traffic volume to “normal” volume that is 
computed using the estimated model resulting from the regression analyses. Although 
Chang and Nojima’s approach proposed a model to estimate the seismic performance and 
 
 
associated the economic loss of transportation systems based on the different 
performance measures, the system performance is estimated deterministically. Therefore, 
the application of this approach to transportation systems would be limited due to the 
uncertainty of the damage on bridges prior to an occurrence of an earthquake.  
 Risks from Earthquake Damage to Roadway Systems (REDARS) is a GIS-based 
Seismic Risk Assessment (SRA) software for transportation network systems that 
estimates the seismic damage to components of transportation networks, the post-
earthquake system travel times, and the economic losses caused by driver delay (Werner 
et al., 2000). REDARS was developed to aid decision-makers in upgrading the highway 
network systems, establishing emergency planning, and managing the post-earthquake 
transportation conditions. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the SRA methodology of REDARS.  
During the initial stage, a region of interest, hazard, network system configuration, 
and travel demand are defined. Both deterministic and probabilistic hazards can be 
defined in REDARS. The damage and functionality of each component (bridge) are then 
assessed using fragility curves and damage-functionality relationships. Direct loss to the 
system components is assessed based on the probability of each damage state. Fragility 
curves for REDARS were developed by utilizing the Capacity Spectrum Method. Monte-
Carlo simulation is used to sample the damage state of each bridge. Network analysis 
based on deterministic user equilibrium (DUE) is performed to simulate the traffic flow 
and to estimate driver delays. The analysis is repeated for each sampled realization and 
scenario. After driver delay is estimated, the indirect loss resulting from the delay is 
computed. Finally, the total economic loss is assessed by summing the direct and indirect 
loss to the transportation network system. This methodology is being developed by the 
Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER). REDARS had 
been applied to the Memphis/Shelby County area, and the latest version, REDARS 2, is 
being applied to Caltran’s Test-Bed network. 
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Fig. 2.1 SRA for Highway Systems of REDARS 
 
Shinozuka et al. (2003) performed a study of the effect of seismic retrofit of 
bridges in transportation networks. Empirical fragility curves for bridges with and 
without retrofit were developed in terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak 
ground velocity (PGV) based on the data collected after the 1994 Northridge earthquake. 
The study regions were Los Angeles and Orange County, which suffered damage from 
the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The system performance, measured by drivers’ delay, 
was assessed by simulation using a DUE model. Monte-Carlo simulation was used to 
sample probable network configurations. In the study, 47 scenario earthquakes were 
considered in the risk assessment. The risk curves for driver delay on days 0, 24, and 84 
after the event were developed; these curves provide the probability of drivers’ delay 
considering the repair effort. Seismic risk assessment for the Los Angeles and Orange 
County Network was performed on bridges with and without retrofit. HAZUS 99 was 
used to estimate the repair and replacement cost for bridges due to liquefaction and 
permanent ground motion for lateral spreading and settlement. Repair and replacement 
 
 
costs due to ground shaking were estimated by using the fragility curves developed for 
this study. To determine the effectiveness of retrofitting the bridges, a cost-benefit 
analysis was performed. The results showed that losses due to driver delay significantly 
decreased when bridges were retrofitted. Zhou et al. (2004) expanded this study by 
considering five cases of retrofit status. The drivers’ delay under retrofit statuses, 0, 5, 22, 
50, 75, and 100% of all bridges were evaluated. Bridges were selected randomly. The 
results of cost-benefit analysis showed that the cost effectiveness (ratio of benefit to cost) 
for the latter four retrofit scenarios (excluding 0% retrofit) is more than 2.8, while the 
reduced direct cost is less than 4%. The study by Zhou et al. clearly shows the need for 
seismic retrofit of bridges for the reduction of seismic risk on transportation network 
systems.  
2.1.2 Utility Systems 
Utility systems generally refer to potable water, sanitary sewer, oil, gas, electric 
power, and communication systems. Because these services are the backbone for 
important emergency services and can be critical for survival, the loss of utility systems 
can have catastrophic consequences for a community trying to recover after a seismic 
event. Therefore, a massive body of work has been conducted to understand the influence 
of a seismic event on these systems. An overview of the relevant research is provided 
below. 
Shinozuka and research associates (1981, 1992) and Tanaka (1996) developed a 
method for evaluating the serviceability of water delivery and power systems under 
seismic conditions. In these studies, the failure modes of power and water systems were 
identified. The failure modes considered in analyzing power systems are loss of 
connectivity, failure of substations’ critical components, and power imbalance. For water 
systems, the failure modes included a loss of connectivity and pressure 
insufficiency/negative pressure. The developed method was applied to study the seismic 
performance of the power system of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
(LADWP) following the Northridge earthquake (Tanaka et al., 1997).  
Other research incorporated Geographic Information System (GIS) technology 
and a more advanced assessment of component failure. Seismic performance of the water 
delivery network of Shelby County, Tennessee was evaluated by Hwang and Shinozuka 
(1998). In this study, two types of pipe damage (i.e., leaks and breaks) from ground 
shaking and liquefaction were considered for better estimation of network performance. 
GIS was then utilized to link between network service reduction and social impacts that 
reflects demographic diversity such as age, income, and ethnicity (French & Jia, 1997).  
Efforts to evaluate the economic impact due to the functional loss of utility 
systems have been made. The economic impact incorporates lifeline repair cost, revenue 
losses to the utility itself, and direct business interruption losses (Chang et al., 1996). 
Additional efforts are invested to estimate indirect economic losses from electricity 
lifeline disruption incorporating resilience of economy and adaptive response that is 
obtained from surveys (Guha, 2001). 
Together with the advancement in evaluating the vulnerability of components, 
recent studies incorporate more components than before into network systems and take 
these components’ seismic vulnerability into consideration in the form of fragility curves 
for the evaluation of seismic performance of utility systems (Shinozuka et al., 2007)  
 
 
2.1.3 Network Interdependency 
Infrastructure systems are generally mutually dependent. They are frequently 
connected through a wide variety of mechanisms, such that a mutual relationship exists 
between the states of any given pair of components in the systems. For instance, power 
grids depend on gas networks to fuel generation units. Water networks provide cooling 
and help to control emissions from coal-based power generators. Water and gas networks 
are heavily dependent on power for operating pumping stations and control systems. If a 
particular system is damaged, this damage is propagated to other systems due to the 
interdependent nature of the systems (i.e., cascading failures). Therefore, an emerging 
need exists for modeling complex and interdependent critical infrastructure to better 
understand their susceptibility to potential hazards. 
Although the approaches introduced in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are important 
advances in the understanding of the seismic response of a lifeline system, consideration 
of network interdependencies in modeling and analyzing lifeline systems remains a 
significant challenge due to the complexity in the behavior of interdependent networks 
and the development of a framework that requires multidisciplinary integration. 
Recent efforts to model interdependent civil infrastructure systems and to evaluate 
the effect of external perturbations have included the use of complex-adaptive systems 
(CAS) and economic input-output frameworks. Axelrod and Cohen (1999) proposed 
using CAS for dealing with interconnected infrastructures. In a CAS, complex systems 
are modeled as a collection of individual intelligent agents that represent their 
components. These agents respond to disturbances acting competitively and 
cooperatively for the good of the entire system. Rinaldi et al. (2001) showed the potential 
application of CAS-based approaches to interdependent lifelines considering 
simultaneous interactions between components that change over time. Four types of 
interdependencies were examined and defined in this study: (a) physical interdependency, 
(b) cyber interdependency, (c) geographic interdependency, and (d) logical 
interdependency. A generalized multi-ordered implication of infrastructure failure was 
proposed by Little (2002). In this study, a model for depicting the linked relationships 
between hazards and their ultimate outcomes was developed. Stages include: (a) the 
cause of the perturbation, (b) the infrastructure failure, (c) the potential disruptive events 
induced from the infrastructure failure, and (d) predicting outcome (i.e., property damage, 
loss of life, etc.). Each stage of the model is connected to the preceding and following 
stages by a probabilistic function based on the frequency of occurrence for any two 
linked stages. In this study, CAS was proposed to understand how complex, 
interconnected infrastructure systems behave when subjected to external and internal 
perturbations. Other frameworks use ideas from input-output models of the economy to 
estimate the overall effects of interdependencies. The Leontief input-output model of the 
economy (Leontief, 1986), which was developed to understand the interconnectedness 
among the various sectors of an economy and forecast the effects of a change in a 
segment on others, is extended to take into account the interconnectedness within 
components of each infrastructure and among critical infrastructure (Haimes & Jiang, 
2001). A dynamic extension of this model has recently been developed to analyze the 
different temporal frames of recovery and characterize the required sector adjustments for 
managing the sectors systemically (Haimes, 2005). While system interdependency was 
 
 
addressed in these approaches, the application to the network seismic performance 
problems was not considered, and interdependent failure mechanisms and the associated 
probabilistic model were not defined.  
Dueňas-Osorio et al. (2006, 2007) proposed an alternative model for 
interdependent lifeline systems in which these systems were modeled as networks and the 
interdependency was determined by geographical proximity. The seismic performance of 
interdependent infrastructure systems under various interconnectedness levels was 
considered in the study. Although this approach sheds light on the issue of modeling 
interdependent networks in the context of earthquake engineering, certain issues require 
further refinement. These issues are: (a) the probabilistic model for interdependency in 
this study needs further clarification to consider the failure due to interdependency 
properly; (b) instead of taking into account the failure of individual links in a network, 
the failure probabilities of links that are adjacent to a node is lumped to the node. This 
simplification may result in a more efficient analysis, but it is at the expense of the 
seismic reliability of the network being overestimated; and (c) interdependent failure 
mechanisms need to be improved to more accurately reflect the physical situation (e.g., 
existence of a back up supply). 
2.2 Prioritization of Components for Seismic Retrofit  
 Retrofit of network components is an essential consideration for the mitigation of 
the seismic risk on infrastructure systems. Because retrofit of all of the existing 
components is not possible due to the time and financial constraints, decision-makers 
usually face the problem of retrofitting only a limited number of components. The 
prioritization of components for seismic retrofit naturally arises in this stage.  
Prioritization techniques can be an important help to the decision-makers in 
developing seismic retrofit programs for effectively mitigating the seismic loss of 
infrastructure. However, the development of the prioritization techniques that consider 
the seismic performance of a system is not in a mature stage because of computational 
complexity and limitations. For example, a systematic technique for prioritizing 
components in independent utility systems is under development (Shumuta, 2003). 
Moreover, an approach that can be applied to interdependent systems is not currently 
available. For transportation networks, many approaches have been developed in recent 
years, yet few consider system performance in prioritizing bridges for seismic retrofit. 
Therefore, this section focuses on reviewing existing approaches for transportation 
networks and discussing their deficiencies.  
In the prioritization process of many existing techniques for transportation 
networks, several traffic-related entities, such as average daily traffic count, detour length, 
route type, and the number of lanes are considered, along with parameters for describing 
vulnerability of a bridge, such as structure type, length, height, bedrock acceleration, and 
soil conditions (ATC, 1983; Barbei & Hawkins, 1993; FHWA, 1995; Maroney, 1990). 
Basöz and Kiremidjian (1996) also proposed an approach for prioritization of bridges for 
seismic retrofit.  The connectivity of a transportation system was estimated by simulating 
a shortest path algorithm and was employed to measure the importance of a bridge along 
with the assessment of the bridge’s vulnerability. Some other researchers utilized a life-
cycle cost analysis in evaluating the need of seismic retrofit of bridges and their 
prioritizations (Chang & Shinozuka, 1996; Nuti & Vanzi, 2003).  
 
 
Few researchers have investigated the selection of bridges for seismic retrofit 
considering the network behavior. These researchers utilize network analysis models to 
estimate the system performance under probable seismic events, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
These methodologies along with their key considerations are presented below. 
 Nojima (1998) proposed a theoretical framework for performance-based 
prioritization of bridges in which the maximum flow capacity of a transportation network 
is defined as the performance measure. The procedures of the proposed framework are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. First, the network configuration and the link capacity are defined. 
The reliability index for each link, p = {p1, p2, …, pn}, is then assumed in which pi 
represents the probability of the survival of link, i. The survival or failure of binary states 
are assumed for each link in this methodology. A hybrid method, that combines Li’s 
partial enumeration technique (Li & Silvester, 1984) and Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), 
is developed and adopted for the reduction of variance. Li’s partial enumeration 
technique defines the space of the most probable m states, while the random sampling 
(MCS) is performed in the remaining space. The Ford-Folkerson’s algorithm (Ahuja et al, 
1993) based on “The Maximum Flow and Min-cut Theorem” is then utilized to compute 
the maximum system flow for each origin-destination pair. A cut is a split of nodes into 
two sets: source node set, S, and sink node set, T, such that the sources is in set, S, and the 
sink, t, is in set, T. Lemmas for “The maximum flow and min-cut theorem” are: (a) flow 
V ≤ capacity of any cut, and (b) max flow ≤ minimum capacity cut. The details for the 
theorem are given in Ahuja et al. (1993). The algorithm runs for each realization of 
sampling and enumeration. For the prioritization of bridges, “Birnbaum’s probabilistic 
importance measure” is computed for each link as follows: 
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i
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where P(p) denotes the system reliability, and (1 , )iP p and (0 , )iP p  represent the 
conditional system reliability given that link, I, survives or not, respectively. Retrofit 
prioritization is determined by the ranking of IB.  
Although this methodology prioritizes bridges that maximize the system 
performance, the system performance measure, which is the maximum flow, is 
inadequate to capture drivers’ travel behavior in a transportation network. In addition, 
this approach assesses the importance of a bridge (component) with respect to the system 
performance and prioritizes components in the order of the importance, without 
considering the system performance with retrofits of a set of components. The retrofit 
strategy based on this approach may worsen the traffic flow of actual transportation 
systems under potential earthquakes due to Braess’ paradox (Braess, 1969), which will be 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Fig. 2.2 Flowchart of the Framework (Nojima, 1998) 
 
 Sohn et al. (2003) studied the retrofit prioritization of bridges based on the system 
performance measured by economic loss. This approach mainly focuses on the 
commodity flow and the associated transportation cost. The overall transportation cost is 
computed by simulating the integrated commodity model developed by Kim et al. (2002). 
An analysis would start with the generation of a scenario earthquake. Fragility curves are 
then applied to estimate the probability of each damage state for each bridge in a system. 
Expected capacity degradation ratio of a bridge, E(d),  is then assumed as follows: 
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After running the integrated commodity flow model with the adjusted bridge 
capacity, the estimated transportation cost of the overall system is computed. The 
economic impact of a given scenario earthquake is estimated by calculating the difference 
in terms of transportation cost between two cases: before and after an earthquake. To 
identify the significance of a bridge, a series of analyses are performed to compute the 
cost differential between two types of scenarios: under an earthquake with and without a 
bridge fully restored. The ratio of cost differential to expected capacity degradation ratio 
is used as an index to identify the significant bridges. A bridge with a higher ratio has a 
 
 
higher retrofit priority. The advantage of this approach is that it uses a more realistic 
transportation model and has the capability to estimate the economic impact under 
earthquake. However, this approach has limited capability in considering the uncertainty 
in the network configuration under potential seismic activity, because it utilizes the 
assumed expected link capacity for a bridge in the analyses. Additionally, prioritization 
of bridges in this approach is based on the impact of retrofit of a single bridge on the 
system performance, similar to Nojima’s approach, which would lead to an ineffective or 
counterproductive seismic retrofit strategy for a transportation network.  
2.3 Summary 
 This chapter provided a summary of approaches for seismic performance 
assessment of interdependent/independent utility systems and transportation networks 
and for prioritization of components for seismic retrofit.  
A review of existing approaches has revealed a number of challenges to be 
addressed to formulate an interdependent infrastructure systems analysis model and a 
network-based seismic retrofit model (which offers an effective enhancement of the 
system performance of complex infrastructure systems by retrofitting their components 
with available resources). The challenges can be classified in three main areas. 
 
 Modeling of interdependent infrastructure systems  
• Enhanced interdependent failure mechanisms and the associated 
probabilistic model need to be defined, which results in a more accurate 
assessment of seismic performance of interdependent infrastructure 
systems.  
 Algorithms for analyzing transportation networks  
• Appropriate network analysis models for transportation networks need to 
consider traffic flow. 
• Traffic dynamics need to be considered to obtain an accurate assessment 
of transportation network performance. 
 Prioritization model for determining an effective retrofit strategy.  
• A robust model for interdependent network systems needs to be 
developed.  
• The effect of retrofitting a combination of components needs to be taken 
into account for the determination of an effective seismic retrofit strategy 
for complex urban infrastructure systems. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
 
SEISMIC LOSS ASSESSMENT FOR INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
An infrastructure system is generally a set of interconnected structural elements 
such as power generation stations, power distribution stations, power lines, pumping 
stations, water pipelines, pipeline junctions, bridges, roadways, etc. This system can be 
modeled as a network that consists of nodes and links. By considering the systems in this 
way, network flow algorithms can be employed to ascertain network behavior that is of 
interest to end users and emergency responders. 
The proposed approach for analyzing the seismic performance of infrastructure 
systems is shown in Fig. 3.1. This approach consists of two major parts: baseline input 
and post-EQ system analysis.  In baseline input, systems of interest and their component 
properties are defined. Pre-earthquake (EQ) network analysis is conducted with the 
defined network data to obtain pre-EQ system behavior and response. This pre-EQ 
system response is a reference point to assess the functionality loss of the systems in a 
post-EQ condition.  
The post-EQ system analysis is performed with the data provided in the baseline 
input.  First, the risk of a component under a given seismic motion is evaluated. 
Therefore, a seismic hazard needs to be defined, and ground motion parameters at the 
location of every component should be estimated.  Well-defined fragility curves and 
damage-functionality relationships need to be applied in order to reasonably consider the 
uncertainty inherent in the capacity of a component and the predicted damage. The 
uncertainties of components’ capacity and damage states propagate through the analysis 
as uncertainty in the network states (configurations). Therefore, several techniques are 
proposed to sample the network configurations. These sampling techniques have 
reasonable capabilities for approximating the post-EQ system response with network 
analysis simulation algorithms despite the fact that the level of accuracy might be 
sacrificed for efficiency. For each sampled network state, network interdependency is 
checked to consider the interaction between components of the systems, and a network 
analysis algorithm is run to compute system responses of interest. An aggregation is then 
performed to quantify the functional loss of the systems by aggregating the results of 
simulations.  
A great deal of uncertainty is involved in seismic loss assessment. Specifically, 
numerous sources of uncertainty arise in analyzing seismic performance assessment of 
infrastructures, as introduced in the previous paragraph. These sources are: the 
earthquake itself (e.g., magnitude, location, and attenuation), the structure response (e.g., 
fragility), the functionality of structure damage (e.g., damage-functionality relationship), 
and system behavior. Therefore, it is critical to understand the presence of uncertainty, 
and how it can affect the results in seismic loss assessment of an infrastructure. 
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Fig. 3.1 Procedure of the Proposed Approach 
 
 This chapter describes key processes of the proposed approach. First, sampling 
techniques to determine network states considering damage and capacity uncertainties are 
introduced. Second, an interdependent failure mechanism and a probabilistic model to 
capture the mechanism are presented. Third, descriptions of the performance measures to 
quantify the functional loss of a system and the network analysis algorithms for this study 
are provided. 
3.1 Network States Sampling 
Under seismic conditions, components of an infrastructure system (e.g., pumping 
stations, bridges, power plants, etc.) experience stochastic damage and capacity. As 
previously mentioned, these stochastic characteristics are generally assessed by fragility 
curves and damage-functionality relationships. In turn, these uncertainties result in 
uncertainties in the network states.   
Suppose that m capacity levels (damage states) are defined for an element and 
that there are n elements in a given infrastructure system. The overall state of the system 
and the probability of occurrence of each state can be denoted by kS (k = 1, 2, 3, …, mn) 
and ( )kP S , respectively. Suppose that ( )kG S represents the system response when the 
 
 
network is in state kS .  The system response is calculated by simulating network analysis 
algorithms. The expected system response under a given earthquake scenario can be 
calculated as follows: 
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This problem requires numerous simulations and significant computational effort to 
obtain a solution. For example, if a system has 100 bridges, with five damage states 
defined for each bridge, it requires 5100 (= 7.88E69) simulations to obtain the expected 
system response. The computation effort needed makes this problem intractable. 
Therefore, three approximate approaches, namely First-Order Approximation, Monte-
Carlo Simulation (MCS), and Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), are proposed. Note that 
damage to different bridges is treated as statistically independent events in this study. The 
following sections describe the concepts and procedures of the three proposed sampling 
techniques in detail. 
3.1.1 First-Order Approximation  
The first-order approximation approach uses a Taylor series expansion. The post-
EQ system analysis can be modeled as:  
 ( )y G= X  (3.2)  
 
where y = stochastic system response, X = a vector of stochastic damage/capacity of 
elements in a system, and G = represents the simulation of the network model. Using a 
Taylor series expansion about the mean of X and truncating it after the linear terms, the 
first-order approximate mean can be obtained as follows:  
 
 [ ] ( )y E y G= ≈ X  (3.3) 
 
This result implies that the mean of the system response, y, is equal to the function of the 
means, ( X ). Because this approach uses the expected link capacity, ( X ), it generates 
only one sample and requires one simulation to compute the post-EQ system response.  
3.1.2 Monte-Carlo Simulation  
Monte-Carlo Simulation (MCS) is one of the most widely used sampling 
techniques in simulating the behavior of physical and mathematical systems. Monte Carlo 
methods are especially useful in modeling systems with a large number of uncertain 
parameters (random variables) with known (or assumed) probability distributions.  
MCS generally involves a number of simulations. A set of random variables are 
generated in accordance with the corresponding probability distributions, and the 
particular set of “real world” values (e.g., failure of a structure, temperature, strength, etc) 
corresponding to the set of random variables is then used in each simulation process. By 
repeating the process, a sample set of solutions for different sets of “real world” values is 
 
 
obtained. Generally, MCS requires a number of simulations to achieve a certain level of 
accuracy, and the results of MCS may be treated statistically (Ang & Tang, 2006).  
In this study, MCS is used to generate network states (configurations) under 
earthquake conditions. A uniformly distributed random number for each bridge is 
generated to represent the capacity of the bridge. A set of random numbers then 
represents a sampled network state (configuration). A network analysis algorithm is run 
with each sampled network to compute post-EQ system response. 
3.1.3 Latin-Hypercube Sampling 
Latin Hypercube Sampling (McKay et al., 1979) involves partitioning the range 
of the random parameters into sections. Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is a well-known 
variance reduction technique in MCS. This method is commonly used to reduce the 
number of samples necessary for MCS to achieve a reasonably accurate random 
distribution.  
LHS also involves a number of simulations. When sampling N random variables, 
the range of each variable is divided into M equally probable intervals. The number of 
intervals is fixed to be equal to the number of sample realizations needed. Selecting 
samples from each interval in a manner that covers the entire sample space (orthogonal 
sampling), as shown in Fig. 3.2. Each random number array for each random variable is 
sorted based on the magnitudes of the M random numbers. The elements of the sorted 
arrays are combined for generating M sets of random values. M sets of “real world” 
values (network states) corresponding to the M sets of random variables are then used in 
each simulation process. The application of these samples for this study is identical to 
MCS. 
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Fig. 3.2 Latin-Hypercube Sampling 
 
One of the main advantages of LHS is that this sampling technique does not 
necessarily require more samples for more dimensions (random variables) because of its 
orthogonal sampling scheme. Another advantage is that LHS ensures that the 
combination of random numbers is a good representative of the real variability, whereas 
traditional random sampling such as MCS is just an ensemble of random numbers. 
 
 
3.2 Network Interdependency  
This section develops a new probabilistic model for interdependent infrastructure 
systems. An interdependent failure mechanism for water and gas networks is introduced, 
and the new probabilistic model considering the dependency of water networks on the 
power grid is illustrated as an example. The issues described in Chapter 2 with regard to 
the interdependency network modeling are addressed in the new model.  
3.2.1 Interdependent Failure Mechanism 
Consider an example of a power grid and water system shown in Fig. 3.3, where 
the electrical needs of a node in the water distribution network can be supplied by one or 
more nodes in the power grid.  
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Fig. 3.3 Interdependent Systems 
 
To account for network interdependency, a relationship must be developed to describe 
how the failure of a node in one network is affected by failures in another network. This 
relationship can be determined as a function of the geospatial location of the network 
components and the associated connections. For example, in Fig. 3.3, water generation 
node 1 (WG1) is dependent on power distribution nodes 1 (PD1) and 2 (PD2), and WG2 
is dependent on PD2. WG1 and WG2 have backup power generation units for which their 
failure probabilities are aWG1 and aWG2, respectively. 
The dependent nodes in the water system (e.g., WG1 and WG2 in Fig. 3.3) must 
have power for proper functionality. Consider the failure of these nodes in the water 
system due to a power outage. Each dependent node has a backup power generation unit; 
therefore, both of the nodes on the power grid on which it is dependent and its backup 
power generator must fail so that the dependent node in the water system is rendered 
nonfunctional. This means that we need to consider the reliability of the backup supply 
unit in determining the strength of interdependency and in evaluating interdependency 
effects.  
The following section describes the proposed model to characterize the 
dependency of a node in the water system on the nodes in the power grid. 
 
 
3.2.2 Probabilistic Model for Network Interdependency 
The failure of the jth node in the water network, designated Wj, can occur due to 
an earthquake or due to a power failure, as illustrated in the section above;  
 
WjQ  = failure of the jth node in the water network due to an earthquake 
WjE  = non-functionality of the jth node in the water network due to a power 
outage.  
 
The event Wj can then be defined as the union of the events WjQ and WjE, i.e., 
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The failure of the set of power nodes (Sj) on which the jth node in the water 
network is dependent is defined as  
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where  
EkQ = failure of the kth node in the power grid due to an earthquake 
EkN = non-functionality of the kth node in the power grid because of failure due to 
an earthquake of the nodes or links that feed electricity to the kth node 
and 
 Q Nk k kE E E= ∪      (3.6) 
A Venn diagram of this problem’s sample space is shown in Fig. 3.4. Note that 
the sample space is conditioned on the occurrence of an earthquake of a specified 
magnitude.  
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Figure 3.4 Venn-Diagram for Interdependent Events 
 
 
 
Assuming that the events, EkQ and WjQ are conditionally statistically independent 
given the magnitude of the ground motion, the probability of the joint failure is P(EkQ) 
·P(WjQ) where P(EkQ) and P(WjQ) are determined respectively by fragility curves. The 
probability of the event, EkN is difficult to compute analytically because it is associated 
with the probability of failure of other components in a network. Therefore, P(EkN) is 
generally determined by a system reliability framework (Li & He, 2002) for a relatively 
small size network or by Monte-Carlo simulations for a complex network (Billinton & Li, 
1994).  
The interdependency can be described by the following conditional probability: 
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where aj represents the strength of the dependency that is determined by the failure 
probability of the backup supply unit at node j. This physically represents the probability 
that a water node will be nonfunctional given the failure of all of the power nodes that 
supply power to the water node. 
By simulating network flow, the interdependent system response can be evaluated. 
The next section presents the system performance measures for quantifying the functional 
loss of this system and network flow algorithms corresponding to the system performance 
measures employed in this study.  
3.3 Quantification of System Functional Loss 
 How much does an infrastructure system lose its functionality if some of the 
system elements are damaged or likely to be damaged, and how should the functional 
loss be measured? This question has been the key issue in analyzing disturbed 
infrastructure systems (Dueňas-Osorio et el., 2006). A desirable performance measure 
that quantifies the functional loss needs to be derived in terms of system capacity to 
remain functional or to fulfill customers’ demands. An appropriate network analysis 
algorithm must be employed to simulate flow in the system and compute the system 
metric of interest to estimate the system performance.  
3.3.1 System Performance Measure 
Infrastructure system performance can be measured with either simple metrics 
that only depend on the topological characteristics of a network system, or more elaborate 
metrics that depend on flow patterns and supply/demand in addition to the topological 
characteristics. These simple metrics can measure the performance of generic networks, 
while more detailed metrics generally are developed for specific networks. The latter 
requires more extensive input, such as flow capacities, flow cost, supply/demand data, etc.  
In this study, different system performance measures are defined for utility 
systems and transportation networks. For utility systems, two system performance 
measures are adopted: Connectivity Loss (CL) and Service Flow Reduction (SFR). CL 
only requires network topology, while SFR considers flow capacity and the 
supply/demand of elements. Total System Travel Time Increment (TSTTI), which 
depends on the travel time of vehicles, is developed to measure the system performance 
of transportation networks.  
 
 
Connectivity Loss is a measure of the ability of every distribution node to receive 
flow from the generation nodes. Connectivity loss is defined as: 
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where N is the number of distribution nodes, nGipre denotes the number of generation 
nodes able to feed flow to the ith distribution node under intact conditions, and nGipost 
denotes the number of generation nodes able to supply power to the ith distribution node 
under seismic conditions. The performance measure in Equation (8) is an extension of the 
one proposed in Dueňas-Osorio et el. (2006) for undirected networks. 
Service Flow Reduction (SFR) determines the amount of flow that the system can 
provide compared to what it provided before the disturbance. Service Flow Reduction is 
defined as: 
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where Si denotes the actual flow at the ith distribution node under seismic conditions, and 
Di represents the demand of the ith distribution node. This SFR was proposed in Dueňas-
Osorio et el. (2006). The SFR provides a better measure of the consequences of a seismic 
event on lifeline systems in that supply/demand at each node, capacity of a link, and 
actual flow are considered, while CL is only concerned with the existence of a path that 
can deliver flow from generation to distribution nodes.  
 The post-EQ system performance for transportation networks is defined as a ratio 
of pre-earthquake to post-EQ total system travel time (TSTT) as given in Eq. (3.10).  
 
 Pre-EQ TSTTTSTTI
(Post-EQ TSTT)E
=  (3.10) 
 
TSTT is the sum of individual drivers’ travel time in the system. The TSTT tends to an 
increase as the link capacity degrades or travel demand increases. Under earthquake 
conditions, the capacity of bridges and links reduces, which results in an increase in 
travel cost (travel time). 
To compute post-EQ system performances, network analysis algorithms, which 
will be illustrated in the following section, are simulated for each sampled network state, 
and the metrics of interests are obtained. The sample variance of a system performance 
can be calculated to approximate the bounds of the system performance. The reliability of 
system performance, which represents the probability of reaching or exceeding a certain 
level of the system performance, is obtained by specifying performance levels and 
calculating the frequency of system performance predictions exceeding the performance 
levels. This reliability can be obtained only when MCS or LHS are used because the first-
order approximation method generates only one sample. 
 
 
3.3.2 Network Analysis Algorithm 
Network analysis algorithms simulate the flow of systems to understand system 
behavior and to compute system properties of interest. Network analysis algorithms are 
either for generic or specific networks. To compute system performance, an appropriate 
network analysis algorithm that can capture the system performance measure must be 
employed. 
This study uses different network flow algorithms to estimate different system 
performances of utility systems, while two traffic analysis models measure TSTTI.  A 
summary of the analysis algorithms is given subsequently. 
 
Algorithms for Utility Systems 
Connectivity Loss (CL) and Service Flow Reduction (SFR) of utility systems are 
estimated by simulating two different network flow algorithms. Connectivity loss is 
concerned with whether available paths exist between generation and distribution nodes. 
This connectivity may be evaluated using a search algorithm. The search algorithm 
determines if there exists a path between a node and every other node. Therefore, the 
breadth-first search algorithm is employed to estimate CL. The mathematical formulation 
of a breadth-first search is given in Appendix A. 
SFR is evaluated by considering the link capacities and supply/demand of nodes. 
The Successive Shortest Path (SSP) algorithm (Ahuja et al., 1993) was modified to solve 
the minimum cost flow problem and implemented to simulate flow in this study. If a 
network is disturbed by an earthquake (i.e., failures of generation nodes and links), this 
algorithm routes the flow from generation (supply) to distribution (demand) nodes 
considering the capacity of links in the network. Its mathematical formulation is given in 
Appendix A. 
 
Algorithms for Transportation Networks 
From a broad perspective, traffic assignment models can be split into two classes: 
static and dynamic traffic assignment models. The static traffic assignment models take 
the assumptions that traffic demand, link volume, and link cost (travel time) do not 
change in time. Hence, these static models offer results such as the route choice and 
travel time of drivers, which represent the steady state after the traffic flow is in 
equilibrium or within some acceptable margin of equilibrium. In contrast to the static 
models, the dynamic traffic assignment models offer a useful way to deal with non-
stationary network conditions and drivers’ behavior.  
In the transportation literature, a Deterministic User Equilibrium (DUE) model, a 
static model, is typically used to study the behavior of drivers in a transportation network. 
This model is based on the fundamental assumption that drivers choose the minimum 
travel time paths if available and there is no incentive to deviate from this shortest path. 
Significant work has been done in developing efficient solution methods for these 
problems.  
Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) models are more advantageous than DUE 
models in that DTA can consider traffic realities such as time-dependent network 
conditions and travel demand, and congestion propagations. In order to more accurately 
 
 
perform the assessment of seismic performance of transportation networks, a cell-based 
DTA model is employed in this study.  
Although there are known critical limitations in the static traffic assignment 
models, a DUE model is used in this study to estimate total system travel time (TSTT) in 
addition to the DTA model because of the tremendous work in place, its current 
acceptability by practitioners, and the efficiency of computation in analyzing networks. 
Mathematical formulations of both models are given in Appendix A. 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
 
NETWORK-BASED SEISMIC RETROFIT 
 
 
When seismic retrofit is required to mitigate the functional loss of an 
infrastructure system, decision-makers usually can only select a limited number of 
elements due to finite resources. However, finding optimal intervention strategies to 
enhance the performance of large infrastructure systems is difficult due to the following 
reasons: 
1. Complex flow interaction within each system: In transportation networks, adding 
a lane or link to an existing transportation network may increase congestion that 
degrades system performance. This phenomenon can be explained by Braess’ 
paradox (Braess, 1969). Braess’ paradox states that adding extra links or capacity 
to a network may reduce the overall performance. This counter-intuitive 
phenomenon is due to the neglect of the flow equilibrium in a system.  
2. Flow interaction between systems: The failure of elements in a particular system 
propagates disruptions within and across these systems in interdependent 
infrastructure. Such interdependency effects make the control of the propagation 
of disruptions as well as the identification of key elements for seismic retrofit to 
improve system functionality difficult.  
3. Limitation of computational power: Computation cost is generally highly 
expensive in analyzing a large infrastructure system. Moreover, the process of 
finding optimal solutions typically involves the evaluation of many potential 
solutions; the evaluation is performed by simulating network analysis algorithms.  
 
In this study, an approach called Network-Based Seismic Retrofit (NBSR) is 
developed to assist decision-makers in selecting a set of retrofit options that maximizes 
post-earthquake (post-EQ) system performance of the systems using available resources. 
The proposed approach addresses the issues presented in the previous paragraph. This 
approach is mainly developed to find optimal interventions for transportation networks. 
However, this approach is readily applicable to other independent or interdependent 
networked systems.  
The Network-Based Seismic Retrofit problem is formulated as an optimization 
problem in this study. For transportation networks, only bridges are assumed to be 
vulnerable when subjected to earthquakes, and their retrofit is considered in solving 
optimization. The constraint considered in this problem is budget. The problem 
formulation and its solutions are presented in the following sections.  
4.1 Problem Formulation 
Let C be a discrete random variable, defined over a finite set of exhaustive and 
mutually exclusive events { | 1,..., }iw i nΩ = = . Let ci(wi), i=1,…,n, shortly ci, be the n 
possible outcomes of C, whose probabilities are pi(wi), latter on pi. In this application, the 
 
 
values, ci stands for degraded link capacity, which depend on the occurrence of events, wi  
that stand for the capacity degradation ratio of a link.  
The basic objective function of the proposed approach under budget constraint is 
as follows: 
 
[ ( )]Minimize E g C      (4.1) 
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where g(·) is the TSTT that is obtained by simulating the traffic assignment model, C 
represents the capacities vector of  links; jsjr represents the retrofit cost of bridge, j, with 
retrofit scheme, sj, S(j) is a set of retrofit schemes that is applicable to bridge, j (S(j) 
={0,1,…k}, 0 if  no retrofit); B represents a given total budget; Ck,j represents stochastic 
capacity of link, k, on which bridge, j, falls; fj(·) is the process of computing the stochastic 
capacity of an as-built or retrofitted bridge, j, under a given earthquake scenario. 
4.2 Optimization Method 
 Solving the NBSR problem given in Equation (4. 1), which is the selection of 
bridges to maximize the seismic system performance using finite resources, is similar to a 
Discrete Network Design Problem (DNDP). Typical DNDP, deal with the addition of 
new road segments (links) or lanes to the existing network system to improve 
performance; the problem at hand (NBSR) deals with the retrofit of bridges to improve 
the system performance considering finite resources. Numerous solutions for the DNDP 
have been proposed in the literature over the last couple of decades. A comprehensive 
literature review of DNDP can be found in Bell and Iida (1997). However, unlike 
conventional DNDP, link capacity is a discrete stochastic variable for the current problem, 
which makes it more difficult to solve the problem than DNDP.  
This optimization problem can be characterized as non-convex and combinatorial 
in nature. Such a problem is known as an NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomial-time 
hard) problem that has no polynomial-time algorithms to solve it, which indicates that 
computation time increases exponentially with problem size (i.e., the number of links in a 
system). The computational cost to solve an NP-hard problem is generally prohibitive,  
often making it impossible to get the exact solution using analytical methods. Hence, 
meta-heuristic methods are widely used to obtain a reasonably accurate solution to these 
problems.  
Meta-heuristic methods are a higher-level approach that can be applied to various 
problems to get optimal or near-optimal solutions. Meta-heuristic methods are generally 
applied to problems for which there is no practical and satisfactory problem-specific 
algorithm. Many researchers have proposed meta-heuristic methods such as Genetic 
Algorithm (GA; Holland, 1975), Tabu Search (TS; Glover, 1989), and Simulated 
Annealing (SA; Kirkpatrick et al., 1984) to solve such problems.  
The application of GA to solve the DNDP has been proposed by many researches. 
For example, Xiong and Schneider (1992, 1995) applied GA to the DNDP.  Jeon et al. 
 
 
(2005) performed comprehensive parameter studies for DNDP to calibrate the parameters 
of GA. However, none of the existing studies of the prioritization of bridges for seismic 
retrofit employs optimization algorithms to obtain an effective retrofit strategy. 
In this study, three approaches are employed to solve this optimization problem. 
One is the direct approach that is based on the assessment of the importance of each 
bridge, and the others are based on genetic algorithms. All approaches are used to 
determine optimal retrofit strategies in maximizing the system performance by 
prioritizing the bridges in the system. The budget for retrofit is the only constraint 
considered throughout this study. The comparison between the approaches will be 
presented through case studies.  
Additional inputs required for the optimization are: (a) total budget, (b) fragility 
curves of retrofitted bridges, and (c) cost of each retrofit scheme. The following sections 
describe the procedures of each approach. 
4.2.1 Direct Method 
Each bridge failure in a transportation network will affect the system performance 
with different levels of impact. The main idea of the direct approach is to measure the 
contribution of retrofitting individual bridges on overall system performance, and the 
bridges with higher contribution will then be retrofitted. To measure the degree of the 
contribution, system analyses are performed with and without retrofitting individual 
bridges. Subsequently, the importance factor for each bridge, which is a normalized 
parameter that indicates the contribution of a bridge’s retrofit on the overall system 
performance, is calculated by normalizing the difference in TSTT (between with and 
without retrofitting the bridge) with  the largest difference.  
The selection of bridges to be retrofitted is made based on the contribution of an 
individual bridge’s retrofit on the functionality of a network system. However, due to the 
complex nature of traffic flow, retrofitting a group of the most important bridges is not 
likely to be the optimal solution. Moreover, the retrofit can worsen the overall system 
performance (e.g., Braess’ paradox). Such component-based approaches cannot take into 
account the high-order system behavior, and as a result, the Direct Method, a component-
based approach, is not able to determine the optimal solution for complex networks. 
Nevertheless, if the system size is too large and has many vulnerable links, this intuitive 
approach can be used as a preliminary search because it generally requires less 
computational time compared to heuristic or meta-heuristic methods.  
The algorithm of this approach is presented below: 
 
• Step 1: Perform post-EQ system analysis with as-built bridges and compute 
TSTT. 
• Step 2: Retrofit a bridge in the network and compute TSTT. 
• Step 3: Repeat Step 2 for every other bridge in the system. 
• Step 4: Normalize the differences in TSTT for each bridge with the largest 
difference, and sort bridges by descending order of the normalized parameter 
(importance factor). 
• Step 5: Retrofit as many high-ranked bridges as possible considering total 
budget constraints.   
 
 
• Step 6: Run post-EQ system analysis with retrofitted bridges and obtain post-
EQ system performance, system reliability after retrofit. 
4.2.2 Genetic Algorithm-Based Search Strategies 
The idea of Genetic Algorithm (GA) was introduced first by John Holland (1975) 
to understand the adaptive processes of natural systems and design the artificial systems 
software that retains the robustness of natural systems. This randomized search method is 
based on the idea of the survival of the fittest strategy in the natural evolution process. 
Many researchers have developed genetic algorithms to improve computational 
efficiency and accuracy (Deb, 2001; Goldberg, 1989). 
GA traditionally emphasizes combining information from good solutions to create 
better offspring. In other words, better solutions evolve from good solutions in previous 
generations, and this process repeats until the optimal or near-optimal solution is obtained. 
The GA operators (e.g., crossover, selection, and mutation) play an important role in 
creating new generations by producing variants from previous generations, which leads to 
widening of the search space. 
The key advantages of the GA are flexibility and robustness. Because the GA is 
not limited by the existence of derivatives as well as the restrictive assumptions about 
search space related to continuity, they can be applied to various optimization problems. 
As a search algorithm, the GA has shown robustness in many different environments 
where traditional optimization techniques are ineffective. Therefore, ever since GA was 
introduced, it has been applied to many difficult real-world optimization problems in the 
areas of science, mathematics, and engineering. Specifically, the GA is typically applied 
to discrete optimization and combinatorial problems (Goldberg, 1989). 
The GA works with a prescribed number of chromosomes that represent potential 
solutions. In general, a chromosome only consists of binary numbers that represent the 
real parameter value for an optimization problem. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the 
representation of binary coding for a real parameter value and retrofit scheme. A proper 
representation of the optimization problem is necessary before running the GA. A set of 
chromosomes is called a population; the population size is maintained for every 
generation.  
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Figure 4.1 Representations of Genotype and Phenotype 
 
 
 
The genetic algorithm-based search strategies employed to solve the NBSR 
problem in this study are presented in the following sections. The general procedure and 
applications of these algorithms in the NBSR problem are provided as well as a 
discussion of their efficiency. 
 
Simple Genetic Algorithm 
Holland’s original GA is now known as the simple genetic algorithm (SGA). The 
SGA is easy to implement, and it provides the basis for most applications of GA.  
The standard procedure of the SGA is shown in Fig. 4.2 (Deb, 2001). An initial 
population (a set of potential solutions) is created. The evaluation process for each 
chromosome (individual; a potential solution) in a population is carried out to get the 
fitness value, and then the fittest condition is checked. For the highest fitness value, the 
value and corresponding individual is stored as the most probable solution. Genetic 
operators will then create a new population. The new population is evaluated and the 
procedure repeats until it meets the prescribed number of generations.  
The three types of genetic operators are selection (reproduction), crossover, and 
mutation. The selection operator selects the chromosomes (parents) from a population by 
using various techniques such as roulette wheel, tournament, and stochastic universal 
selections (Goldberg, 1989). The crossover operator creates offspring based on the 
selected parents. Crossover techniques include one-point, multipoint (two or more points), 
and uniform crossovers. As a final stage of generating a new population, the mutation 
operator works on altering a chromosome from the crossover operator to create a 
potentially better solution. Then, the procedure repeats until it meets the prescribed 
number of generations and gives a near-optimal solution. The details of each step are 
given in Appendix B. 
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Figure 4.2 Procedure of SGA (Deb, 2001) 
 
 
 
 
 In the application of the SGA in the NBSR problem, a chromosome represents a 
retrofit strategy (i.e., which bridge is retrofitted and which retrofit scheme is applied) and 
the fitness function is the process of evaluating a post-EQ system performance using a 
sampling technique. When generating new chromosomes using genetic operators, the 
total retrofit cost is checked. A new chromosome (a potential solution) is accepted if the 
total cost is less than a given budget; otherwise it is discarded. The retrofit strategy that 
results in the maximum system performance is stored during the GA procedure. This 
retrofit strategy is a near-optimal solution of the NBSR problem and is recognized as the 
most effective one. 
 Although the SGA is easily implemented and generally works well for various 
optimization problems, the application of SGA to the Network-Based Seismic Retrofit 
(NBSR) problem is computationally intractable. For example, when many bridges 
(random numbers) exist in a network, and MCS or LHS is used to estimate post-EQ 
system performance for each individual (a potential solution), SGA requires numerous 
simulations to obtain near-optimal results.  Therefore, it is often impractical to apply 
SGA in an NBSR problem with a large network. To relax computational complexity in 
this problem, two approaches are proposed and described in the sequel.  
 
Bi-Level Programming using Genetic Algorithm 
To obtain near-optimal retrofit strategies efficiently, the NBSR problem is 
formulated as a bi-level programming problem that uses the GA. The basic idea of this 
approach is that optimal and near-optimal retrofit strategies are likely to be the sets of 
bridges of which retrofit has more contribution to the system performance than others. At 
the lower level, the GA is used to search a limited number of potential optimal or near-
optimal retrofit strategies by evaluating the importance factor of feasible solutions. This 
importance factor is a normalized parameter that indicates the contribution of a bridge’s 
retrofit on the overall system performance. Subsequently, the post-EQ system 
performances of the selected potential solutions (i.e., retrofit strategies) are evaluated by 
simulating a traffic assignment model (i.e., DUE and DTA). Similar ideas have been 
suggested to relax the computational complexity in solving discrete network design 
problems (DNDP; Jeon et at., 2005; Li et al., 1999; Waller, 2000).  
The objective of the upper-level problem is to generate the feasible retrofit 
strategy, Z , to satisfy the budget constraint and select the k best strategies that have the 
highest importance factor. The importance factor of a solution is the sum of the 
importance factors of each bridge. The lower-level problem has an objective of 
evaluating the post-EQ system performance of the k strategies and determining the best 
strategy among them. The formulation of this bi-level programming problem is given as 
follows: 
Let iz  be the ith feasible retrofit strategy and iz Z∈ . 
 
Upper-level problem: 
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where ( )f ⋅ is the importance factor of a solution, K is a set of retrofit strategies, ( )R ⋅ is 
the retrofit cost of a solution, and B is a given budget. 
 
Lower-level problem: 
 [ ( )]kMinimize E g C  (4.5) 
subject to 
 ( ),kk h z k= ∀C  (4.6) 
 
where ( )g ⋅  is TSTT, which is obtained by simulating a traffic assignment model; kC  
represents the capacity vector of  links when retrofit strategy k is applied; and ( )h ⋅ is the 
process of computing stochastic capacities of links under a given earthquake scenario. 
 The solution procedure of this formulation is as follows: 
 
► Step 1: Measure the importance of each bridge 
• Step 1.1: Perform post-EQ system analysis with as-built bridges using first-
order approximation, and compute TSTT.  
• Step 1.2: Retrofit a bridge with all feasible retrofit schemes, and compute TSTT. 
• Step 1.3: Repeat Step 2 for every other bridge in the system. Note that only one 
bridge is retrofitted at a time. 
• Step 1.4: Normalize the differences in TSTT, (TSTT without retrofit – TSTT 
with a retrofitted bridge), for each bridge and each retrofit scheme with the 
largest difference in TSTT. This normalized parameter is the importance factor 
of a bridge in the BLGA method. 
► Step 2: Solve the upper-level problem 
• Step 2.1: Determine the number of retrofit strategies, k, that will be evaluated at 
the lower level. 
• Step 2.2: Run the SGA to select k retrofit strategies 
• In this problem, the fitness value is the importance factor of a feasible 
retrofit strategy that is generated during the SGA procedure. 
• The retrofit cost of a feasible solution (retrofit strategy) must be checked 
when a new feasible solution (a chromosome) is generated.  
• The k best retrofit strategies in terms of the importance factor is stored and 
maintained during the procedure. 
► Step 3: Solve the lower-level problem 
• Step 3.1: Apply each of the k retrofit strategies to the network and evaluate the 
post-EQ system performance. 
• Step 3.2: Choose the optimal retrofit strategy that maximizes the system 
performance, and compute the statistical properties of system performance 
under the optimal solution. 
 
This approach dramatically reduces the computational cost because the post-EQ 
system performance is only evaluated for a limited number of feasible solutions; while 
 
 
the SGA approach evaluates the performance of all feasible solutions. Although this 
approach is more advantageous than the SGA in terms of computational efficiency, some 
issues of concern are the quality of the solution and the method of determining an 
appropriate value for k (i.e., the number of retrofit strategies that will be evaluated at the 
lower-level). These issues will be discussed further in Chapter 5. 
 
Multiobjective Optimization using Genetic Algorithm 
 In addition to finding an optimal or near-optimal retrofit strategy under a fixed 
budget, decision-makers might also want to consider the effective retrofit strategies at 
various budget levels for establishing seismic retrofit programs. In such a situation, SGA 
and BLGA need to run repeatedly for a series of specified budget levels because they 
were designed for single objective. However, repeated runs are inefficient because they  
increase computational costs. Hence, a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) is 
proposed to solve NBSR problems in this study. The key advantage of using an MOEA is 
that it has the ability to find multiple pareto-optimal solutions in a single run, unlike 
single-objective optimization approaches. In other words, the MOEA can give a large 
number of alternative solutions for multiobjective optimization. Because these alternative 
solutions are of great important in many practical applications, many researchers have 
developed a number of MOEA over the last few decades (Deb et al., 2002; Forseca and 
Fleming, 1993; Srinivas and Deb, 1995; & Zitzler and Thiele, 1998).  
In this study, one of the MOEA, the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 
(NSGA)–II, developed by Deb et al. (2002), is employed to find multiple retrofit 
strategies at different budget levels. NSGA-II is the improved version of NSGA, which is 
one of the first MOEA algorithms. Some features of NSGA-II are; (a) low computational 
cost requirement because its computational complexity is 2( )O mN , where N is the 
population size and m is the number of objectives, (b) elitist approach that creates a 
mating pool by selecting best solutions in terms of fitness and spread, and (c) parameter-
less approach compared to other approaches that require the sharing parameter to 
determine the diversity of a population (Deb et al., 2002). The biggest advantage of 
NSGA-II over other MOEA is its production of better pareto-optimal solutions in a single 
simulation run (Majumda et al., 2005).  
 The objective functions for NSGA-II are given in Equations (4.7) and (4.8) being 
reformulated as follows: 
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where g(·) is TSTT that is obtained by simulating a traffic assignment model; C 
represents the link capacity vector; jsjr represents the retrofit cost of the bridge, j, with 
retrofit scheme sj, S(j) is a set of retrofit schemes that is applicable to bridge, j 
(S(j)={0,1,…k}, 0 if  no retrofit); Ck,j represents stochastic capacity of link, k, on which 
 
 
bridge j falls; fj(·) is the function of computing stochastic capacity of an as-built or 
retrofitted bridge, j, under a given earthquake scenario. 
 NSGA-II starts by initializing and evaluating a population (a set of potential 
solutions); subsequently, it is sorted based on pareto-optimality (i.e., non-domination) 
into each front. Pareto-optimal solutions in this stage (i.e., non-dominated individuals) 
are placed in the first front and given rank of 1, and individuals being dominated by the 
solutions in the first front are placed in the second front and given rank of 2, and so on. 
Crowding distance, which is a measure of how close a solution (an individual) is to its 
neighbors, is then calculated for each individual. Considering the rank and the crowding 
distance of each individual, the selection operation is performed, with the selected 
individuals generating offspring from crossover and mutation operators. The current 
population is combined with the new population (current offspring) and sorted together 
based on non-domination, as described above. In this step, only the best prescribed 
number of individuals is selected. The detail of each step is given in Appendix B. 
 The key advantage of using an MOEA in this problem is that near-optimal retrofit 
strategies over different budgets can be found in a single run. This feature could help 
decision-makers to develop flexible retrofit programs that incorporate cost-benefit 
analyses.  
 
 
CHAPTER V 
 
NUMERICAL VERIFICATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
In previous chapters, an approach to estimate the seismic performance of 
infrastructure, and the search strategies to find the effective intervention for improving 
system performance were proposed. This chapter presents the convergence tests of the 
proposed sampling techniques, extensive numerical tests on the parameters and operators 
for GA-based search strategies, and sensitivity analyses of seismic performance and 
optimal retrofit strategies with respect to seismic demand.  
Section 5.1 describes an example of a transportation network that is used 
throughout the chapter. It also provides the properties of the example network and the 
fragility parameters of bridges used in the analyses. In Section 5.2, the convergence of 
the proposed sampling techniques for assessing post-EQ system response is investigated 
and its relative merits discussed. Determination of the appropriate sampling sizes is also 
considered. Parameter studies for GA-based search strategies are performed to assist the 
efficient use of the search strategies in Section 5.3. The need for an effective optimization 
technique in establishing an effective retrofit strategy is first demonstrated. Then, 
extensive numerical tests on the parameters and operators for simple GA (SGA) are 
performed. An appropriate size of k for Bi-level programming using GA (BLGA) will be 
studied as well as the parameter study for the population size and the number of 
generations for Non-dominated Sorting GA (NSGA)-II. Relative merits of these GA-
based approaches will also be discussed in this section. Section 5.4 presents the 
sensitivity analyses of the system performance and optimal intervention with respect to 
the increasing seismic demand. The analyses demonstrate the effect of earthquake size on 
the system performance and the optimal retrofit strategies. 
5.1 Test Network and Parameters 
 The proposed framework is applied to the Sioux Falls network model shown in 
Fig. 5.1, which has 24 nodes and 76 links. Link properties and traffic demand are given in 
Appendix C. The parameters of the fragility curves used in this chapter are given in Table 
5.1. These fragility curves are developed for generic bridges in the Central and Eastern 
United States (CEUS; Choi, 2000) in terms of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA). 
Fragility curves of as-built systems are necessary in evaluating the post-earthquake 
system response, and fragility curves of retrofitted structural systems are required for the 
assessment of retrofitted system performance.  
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Figure 5.1 Sioux Falls Network  
 
Table 5.1 Fragility Parameters for Generic CEUS Bridges (Choi, 2000) 
Slight Moderate Extensive Complete Bridge Type 
m(g) β m(g) β m(g) β m(g) β 
As-Built 0.19 0.21 0.31 0.22 0.42 0.27 0.6 0.23 MSSS 
Steel LR 0.36 0.42 0.55 0.44 0.76 0.54 1.51 0.5 
As-Built 0.14 0.4 0.31 0.41 0.53 0.44 0.95 0.41 MSSS 
Concrete LR 0.28 0.4 0.52 0.45 0.72 0.56 1.45 0.51 
As-Built 0.2 0.23 0.31 0.27 0.38 0.36 0.63 0.36 MSC 
Steel LR 0.28 0.39 0.47 0.38 0.62 0.5 1 0.51 
As-Built 0.17 0.4 0.35 0.41 0.74 0.48 1.38 0.5 MSC 
Concrete LR 0.45 0.52 0.82 0.45 1.16 0.53 2.16 0.54 
As-Built 0.29 0.33 0.49 0.33 0.79 0.34 1.07 0.34 SS Steel 
LR 0.44 0.46 0.78 0.46 1.1 0.58 1.7 0.52 
As-Built 0.13 0.39 0.49 0.35 0.63 0.36 0.87 0.36 SS 
Concrete LR 0.35 0.43 0.61 0.43 0.84 0.55 1.27 0.55 
 ▪ MSC, MSSS, and LR stand for multispan continuous, multispan simply  
   supported and lead-rubber bearings, respectively 
 
The Mid-America Earthquake (MAE) Center developed the damage-functionality 
relationships for generic CEUS bridges that are used in this study (Table 5.2). In general, 
seismic loss estimation studies of transportation network systems only consider higher-
level roadways such as highways and primary arteries. If these higher-level roadways fail, 
lower-level roadways (e.g., streets) that have less capacity would be considered to carry 
traffic. Some researchers assume that the detour routes can carry up to 10% of “normal” 
 
 
capacity (Zhou et al., 2004), but this study assumes that a detour route can only carry up 
to 1% of the “normal” link capacity, implying that the network of interest is short of 
available detour routes after a seismic event.  
 
Table 5.2 Capacity Degradation Ratio of a Bridge with Respect to Damage (%) 
(DesRoches & Padgett, 2005) 
Time (days) SLIGHT MODERATE EXTENSIVE COMPLETE
0 50 0 0 0 
1 100 50 0 0 
3 100 50 0 0 
7 100 100 50 0 
30 100 100 50 0 
 
Because retrofit cost depends on the retrofit scheme and bridge type, the retrofit 
cost per unit deck area varies. Based on Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) 
data, $70/ft2 to $100/ft2 is a reasonable estimate for the construction cost of girder bridges 
(IDOT, 2002). Retrofit cost is assumed to be 20% of the construction value in this study. 
Hence, this study assumes that the unit-retrofit cost of a bridges is $1.03M/ lane•mile that 
is the mean of the construction cost estimates of IDOT.   
5.2 Convergence of Sampling Techniques 
The Sioux Falls network is assumed to have only 10 bridges so that convergence 
of the proposed sampling techniques can be investigated. Bridge information for the 
Sioux Falls network is presented in Table 5.3, including the link numbers that indicate 
that location of each bridge, PGA level, and bridge type. 
Both Deterministic User Equilibrium (DUE) and Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
(DTA) models are used to estimate the system responses. The post-earthquake (EQ) 
system performance at days 0, 3, and 7 are first evaluated using the first-order 
approximation (FOA); the MCS and LHS methods are evaluated with increasing 
sampling size (10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 1,000 samples for DUE analyses; 
10, 20, 30, 50, 100, and 300 samples for DTA analyses) to investigate the convergence of 
the proposed sampling techniques. 
 
 
 
Table 5.3 Bridge Information for Convergence Test 
Link Bridge # 
#1 #2 
PGA (g) Bridge Type Length (mile) 
1 9 11 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
2 48 29 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
3 33 36 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
4 57 45 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
5 41 44 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
6 28 43 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
7 34 40 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
8 53 58 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
9 73 76 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
10 42 71 0.5 MSC-Steel 0.1 
 
Post-earthquake total system travel times (TSTT) and system performance (i.e., 
total system travel time increment - TSTTI) at days 0, 3, and 7 employing the DUE 
model are shown in Table 5.4(a-c) and Fig. 5.2. Based on LHS method with 1,000 
samples, the post-earthquake system performances at days 0, 3, and 7 are 7.95, 13.23, and 
71.90%, respectively. Both LHS and MCS methods converged to a certain value as the 
sampling size increased, yet the results from the LHS method are more consistent than 
those of the MCS method. The FOA method underestimates the post-earthquake system 
performance significantly, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The differences between the LHS 
method with 1,000 samples and the FOA method are approximately 26.5, 64.5, and 
11.8% for days 0, 3, and 7, respectively. 
 
Table 5.4a Post-Earthquake TSTT (×106 min) at Day 0: DUE 
# of Samples 10 20 30 50 100 200 300 500 1000
Mean 1.6114 1.6887 1.6267 1.5644 1.5680 1.6097 1.6308 1.6356 1.6681MCS 
Σ 0.5466 0.4295 0.5184 0.5799 0.5743 0.5380 0.5135 0.5008 0.4681
Mean 1.6803 1.6651 1.7281 1.6899 1.6570 1.6350 1.6715 1.6712 1.6861LHS 
Σ 0.5094 0.4958 0.4114 0.4558 0.4760 0.4995 0.4533 0.4631 0.4485
First Order App. 0.3864 
Pre-EQ TSTT 0.1341 
 
Table 5.4b Post-Earthquake TSTT (×106 min) at Day 3: DUE 
# of Samples 10 20 30 50 100 200 300 500 1000
Mean 0.7705 0.7502 0.7850 0.8021 0.8915 0.9559 0.9707 0.9874 1.0278MCS 
Σ 0.7227 0.6724 0.6823 0.7171 0.7371 0.7278 0.7249 0.7227 0.7250
Mean 1.3729 1.1135 1.0887 0.9586 0.9071 0.9535 0.9841 0.9933 1.0129LHS 
Σ 0.6547 0.7754 0.7610 0.7617 0.7281 0.7249 0.7276 0.7277 0.7281
First Order App. 0.1701 
Pre-EQ TSTT 0.1341 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.4c Post-Earthquake TSTT (×106 min) at Day 7: DUE 
# of Samples 10 20 30 50 100 200 300 500 1000
Mean 0.1636 0.2709 0.2329 0.2053 0.1856 0.1909 0.1928 0.1886 0.1889MCS 
Σ 0.0160 0.3401 0.2807 0.2200 0.1582 0.1733 0.1849 0.1674 0.1771
Mean 0.1876 0.1713 0.1708 0.1850 0.1970 0.2000 0.1901 0.1853 0.1864LHS 
Σ 0.0568 0.0431 0.0484 0.1421 0.1850 0.1930 0.1613 0.1516 0.1540
First Order App. 0.1429 
Pre-EQ TSTT 0.1341 
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(c) Day 7 
Figure 5.2 Post-Earthquake TSTT from DUE at Days 0, 3, and 7 
 
The results from the DTA analyses are shown in Table 5.5(a-c) and Fig. 5.3. 
Based on the LHS method with 300 samples, the post-earthquake system performance at 
days 0, 3, and 7 were 25.15, 26.79, and 39.41%, respectively. The FOA method 
underestimates the post-earthquake system performance at days 0 and 3, and  
overestimates the performance at day 7, as shown in Fig. 5.3. One interesting finding 
from the results was that TSTT at day 3 is much smaller than that at day 7, although the 
mean capacities of links (bridges) are larger at day 3. This phenomenon is another 
example of Braess’ paradox that was introduced Chapter 4. In this analysis, both LHS 
and MCS methods converged to a certain value as the sampling size increased, similar to 
the DUE analysis. However, the difference between the MCS or LHS methods and the 
FOA method is not significant at days 0 and 7, unlike DUE analyses.  
 
 
Table 5.5a Post-Earthquake TSTT (108 min) at Day 0: DTA 
# of Samples 10 20 30 50 100 300 
Mean 1.6948 1.7007 1.6949 1.6979 1.6955 1.6969 MCS 
σ 0.0326 0.0257 0.0379 0.0325 0.0430 0.0400 
Mean 1.6917 1.6915 1.6874 1.6882 1.6883 1.6956 LHS 
σ 0.0319 0.0389 0.0475 0.0435 0.0469 0.0392 
First-Order App. 1.5669 
Pre-EQ TSTT 0.7108 
 
Table 5.5b Post-Earthquake TSTT (108 min) at Day 3: DTA 
# of Samples 10 20 30 50 100 300 
Mean 1.6362 1.6288 1.6159 1.6077 1.5939 1.5921 MCS 
σ 0.0526 0.0550 0.0690 0.0777 0.1052 0.1102 
Mean 1.6188 1.6174 1.6156 1.5992 1.5997 1.5916 LHS 
σ 0.0636 0.0728 0.0688 0.0897 0.0954 0.1063 
First-Order App. 0.6619 
Pre-EQ TSTT 0.7108 
 
Table 5.5c Post-Earthquake TSTT (108 min) at Day 7: DTA 
# of Samples 10 20 30 50 100 300 
Mean 1.1308 1.1121 1.0907 1.0831 1.1003 1.0748 MCS 
σ 0.2289 0.2357 0.2245 0.2315 0.2327 0.2393 
Mean 1.0840 1.0801 1.0570 1.0585 1.0835 1.0820 LHS 
σ 0.2793 0.2584 0.2364 0.2695 0.2504 0.2508 
First-Order App. 1.1855 
Pre-EQ TSTT 0.7108 
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(c) Day 7 
Figure 5.3 Post-Earthquake TSTT from DTA at Day 0, 3, and 7 
 
System performance reliability represents the probability of reaching or exceeding 
a certain system performance level. The system performance reliabilities with 50, 300, 
and 1,000 samples of MCS and LHS methods for the DUE model, and 50, 100, and 300 
samples of MCS and LHS methods for the DTA model are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. 
The main reason for choosing three different sampling sizes is to investigate the variance 
of system performance reliability as the sampling size increases. As shown in both 
figures, system reliabilities at days 0, 3, and 7 based on MCS and LHS methods with the 
smallest sample size (50 samples) show small discrepancies compared to other sample 
sizes.  
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(c) Day 7 
Figure 5.4 Reliability of System Performance at Days 0, 3, and 7: DUE 
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(c) Day 7 
Figure 5.5 Reliability of System Performance at Days 0, 3, and 7: DTA 
 
 
 
Due to the high computational cost in simulating the traffic analysis model, the 
selection of the appropriate sampling size is critical. A tradeoff always exists between the 
accuracy and the computational efficiency in applying the sampling techniques. Because 
the FOA method requires only one simulation, its computational efficiency is the best 
among the three proposed sampling techniques. However, caution in the use of the FOA 
method in an analysis is necessary because of the wide variation in its accuracy, as shown 
in previous examples. According to the results presented herein (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3), MCS 
and LHS methods with 10 samples agree well with the largest sample size in DUE and 
DTA analyses in this specific example study. However, Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show that the 
system performance reliability with a small sample size does not agree well with the ones 
with larger samples. Therefore, to determine the appropriate sampling size, the post-
earthquake system performance and its reliability with increasing sampling size should be 
performed to investigate the convergence of the system response of interest.   
The analysis results from DUE and DTA differ significantly. For instance, pre-EQ 
TSTT from the DTA model is about five times larger than that from the DUE model, 
which is due to the different assumptions made in the models. In the DUE model, traffic 
congestion on a link is determined by the capacity and traffic volume; traffic congestion 
on a specific link is assumed to not propagate to other links. Additionally, the travel time 
on a link is calculated using a cost function that is based on the capacity, traffic volume, 
model parameters, and free-flow travel time (see Appendix A). On the other hand, the 
DTA model used in this study is based on the Cell Transmission Model (CTM). A link is 
divided into several cells and the congestion at the cells (jam density) determines the 
travel time on a link, instead of the cost function. The congestion on a link is time-
dependent and does propagate to other links, which results in larger travel time estimates 
than the DUE model. Due to these different assumptions, dissimilarities in TSTT are 
observed in both models. 
5.3 Parameter Study for GA-based Search Strategies 
In general, GA-based search strategies tend to produce better results as the 
population size and the number of generations increases. However, due to the 
computational complexity in estimating the seismic performance of infrastructure, 
experimental design for selecting appropriate parameters is required to assist the efficient 
use of the search strategies. In addition, validation of the search strategies is necessary to 
use them with confidence for network-based seismic retrofit. In Section 5.3.1, post-EQ 
system performance with all possible retrofit strategies is computed first to see the 
difference of post-EQ system performance with different retrofit strategies. Extensive 
experimental tests are performed to validate simple genetic algorithm (SGA) and to select 
appropriate GA parameters (i.e., probability of crossover, probability of mutation, and 
population size) and GA operators (i.e., selection type, crossover type). Section 5.3.2 
provides a numerical study for the value of k and the associated solution quality for the 
bi-level programming using GA (BLGA) method. Population size and the number of 
generations are studied for the non-dominated sorting GA-II (NSGA-II) method in 
Section 5.3.3. Solution quality using different population sizes with an increasing number 
of generations is evaluated to select appropriate parameters. 
 
 
5.3.1 Simple Genetic Algorithm 
This parameter study investigates the effect on the solution of (a) different retrofit 
strategies, and (b) population size, and operator usage for the SGA in searching for the 
optimal seismic retrofit strategy. Although SGA considers multiple retrofit schemes for a 
bridge, only one retrofit scheme, lead-rubber bearing (LR), is assumed to be available for 
all bridges in the example network for simplification. 
The Sioux Falls network is assumed to have 10 bridges. Information about the 
bridges is given in Table 5.6. In this parameter study, a bridge is considered to carry only 
single-directional traffic. The length of a bridge is assumed to be identical to the link 
where the bridges exist.  
 
Table 5.6 Bridge Information: Parameter Study for SGA  
Link Bridge # #1 #2 PGA (g) Bridge Type 
1 27 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
2 30 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
3 31 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
4 32 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
5 37 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
6 39 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
7 43 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
8 49 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
9 52 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
10 67 N/A 0.7 MSC-Steel 
 
Before conducting the numerical investigation of SGA operators and parameters, 
the “optimal” retrofit strategy should be identified. To search for the optimal retrofit 
strategy, the Exhaustive Search Method (ESM) is a traditional approach that searches all 
of the possible solutions. The ESM can always yield the optimal solution, yet the 
evaluation of all possible solutions requires non-polynomial computation time (Jeon et al., 
2006). Hence, this method is generally best when applied to an optimization problem that 
has a relatively small solution space. The post-EQ TSTT at day 0 using the FOA is 
assessed for all possible retrofit strategies (solutions) and plotted in Fig. 5.6.  
Based on the ESM, the “optimal” retrofit strategy was:  
 
RSopt = {30, 31, 32, 37, 39, 43, 49, 52, 67}LR 
    
The post-EQ TSTT with the application of the optimal retrofit strategy was 206,439 min 
with a retrofit cost of $9.27M. It should be emphasized that the optimal retrofit strategy 
in this case is not retrofitting all bridges. Fig. 5.6 shows that there was a significant 
difference between applying the optimal and worst case retrofit strategy in post-EQ TSTT. 
For example, suppose that the available budget for retrofit is $4M. Post-EQ TSTT with 
the optimal solution is less than that with the worst solution by 15%. In other words, the 
post-EQ system performance can be enhanced with a smaller budget by applying the 
 
 
optimal retrofit strategy rather than applying non-optimal solutions. This example clearly 
shows the need for establishing an effective retrofit strategy for seismic retrofit programs 
of transportation network systems. 
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Figure 5.6 Post-Earthquake TSTTs with Various Retrofit Strategies 
 
For numerical tests of SGA operators and parameters, multiple steps of tests are 
performed. The overall steps used for choosing appropriate SGA parameters and 
operators are as follows: 
• Step 1: Perform tests on selection and crossover types with various crossover 
probabilities. 
• Crossover probability (Pc) = 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, and 1.0.; The crossover 
probability is typically set to be between 0.6 and 1.0 for solving general 
problems (Beasley et al., 1993) yet a higher crossover probability (Pc>0.8) 
is generally used for many practical problems. 
• Considering the search space of the problem, population size (SPop) of 50 
and the number of generations of 30 are used.  
• Mutation probability (Pm) of 0.1; that is in the range of typically used Pm. 
• Step 2: Perform tests on mutation with various mutation probabilities (Pm) 
• Pm= 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1. 
• Use effective selection types, crossover types, and crossover probability 
defined in Step 1  
• Given population size (SPop) = 50 and Number of generations (Ngen) = 30 
• Step 3: Perform tests on the size of the population 
• SPop = 10, 30, 50, 100, and 150, which are proportionate to the length of 
the chromosome by 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 times, respectively. 
• Use effective parameters and GA operators identified in steps 1 and 2. 
• Number of generations (Ngen) = 30. 
 
 
 
 
 
Test Results: Step 1 
 These tests are performed to suggest effective SGA selection, crossover types, 
and crossover probabilities for this problem. These tests on selection types [i.e., roulette-
wheel selection, tournament selection (k = 2) without replacement, and stochastic 
universal sampling], and crossover types (i.e., uniform, one- and two-point crossovers) 
with various crossover probabilities (Pc = 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, and 1.0) were conducted. 
In this test, a mutation probability of 0.1 that is typically used in general problems, and a 
population size of 50, and the number of generation of 30 were chosen considering 
problem size (search space). Five trials were conducted for each test, and the average of 
the results is summarized in Table 5.7.  
 
 
 
Table 5.7 Test Results on SGA Selection and Crossover Types with Various Pc 
Crossover Type Selection    Pc 
Roulette Wheel Tournament (k = 2) SUS 
0.80 206710.38 206439.20 206611.96
0.85 206648.24 206439.20 206473.32
0.90 206456.26 206439.20 206456.26
0.95 206456.26 206439.20 206473.32
One-Point 
1.00 206473.32 206439.20 206560.78
0.80 206456.26 206439.20 206710.38
0.85 206439.20 206439.20 206710.38
0.90 206473.32 206439.20 206727.44
0.95 206439.20 206439.20 206439.20
Two-Point 
1.00 206543.72 206439.20 206473.32
0.80 206744.50 206439.20 206543.72
0.85 206439.20 206439.20 206456.26
0.90 206473.32 206439.20 206594.90
0.95 206560.78 206439.20 206456.26
Uniform 
1.00 206456.26 206439.20 206710.38
 
  As shown in Table 5.7, roulette wheel selection and SUS did not converge to the 
optimum all the time under the given conditions, while tournament selection (k = 2) 
without replacement showed good convergence in this specific problem. In addition, a 
crossover probability of 0.95 showed the best convergence among the tested crossover 
probabilities. With respect to crossover types, it is difficult to say that one type was better 
than others. Therefore, a tournament selection without replacement and a crossover 
probability of 0.95 are selected, and crossover types will be tested with various Pm in the 
next step. 
 
Test Results: Step 2 
 In GA, the mutation operator plays an important role in expanding the search 
space in that it generally accelerates to improve the solution quality. Therefore, various 
mutation probabilities are tested by examining the solution quality and convergence 
 
 
speed in this step. Tournament selection (k =2) without replacement, with a crossover 
probability of 0.95 is used based on the results of step 1. As in the tests in Step 1, a 
population size of 50 and number of generation of 30 are used; three crossover types are 
tested as well. With the given parameters and operators, the tests are conducted for the 
various mutation probabilities (Pm = 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1). Five trials are 
conducted for each test. The average post-EQ TSTT (fitness value) for each generation 
and each trial are plotted in Fig. 5.7. The average of the number of generations that 
searched the optimal solution, which indicates the solution search speed, is shown in 
Table 5.8. Fig. 5.7 clearly shows that the variation of average fitness value increased as 
the mutation probability increased, and the average fitness value converged for the 
without-mutation condition, which is natural because the mutation operation alters 
solutions. This result indicates that the mutation operator does not improve the average 
solution quality. As stated earlier, the major role of the mutation operator is, however, to 
expand the search space, so that the SGA searches the (near) optimal solution more 
quickly. As shown in Table 5.8, the SGA with mutation searches the optimal solution 
faster, in general, than the without-mutation condition. Therefore, for improvement of 
searching speed for the optimal solution, a mutation probability of 0.05 and 0.1 are 
chosen. As for the crossover types, it is difficult to say that one is better than others based 
on Fig. 5.7 and Table 5.8; yet uniform and two-point crossover are chosen based on the 
authors’ preference. 
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Figure 5.7 Convergence of Average Post-EQ TSTT with Different Crossover Types  
and Various Mutation Probabilities 
 
  
Table 5.8 Test Results on Crossover Types and Various Pm 
Pm One-Point Two-Point Uniform 
0.00 5.2 4.8 3.6 
0.01 5.4 3.8 2.8 
0.02 6.8 2.8 4.4 
0.05 4.6 2.6 2.4 
0.10 3.4 3.8 2.6 
 
 
 
 
Test Results: Step 3 
 The population size (SPop) for a GA is determined generally as being proportional 
to chromosome length. Many studies have been conducted to estimate the proper 
population size (Goldberg, 1985, 1992; Harik, 1999). However, because those studies 
were carried out for specific problems, the proper population size needs to be tested for 
this problem. The tests are performed for SPop = 10, 30, 50, 100, and 150, which are 
proportion to the length of the chromosome by 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 times, respectively. As 
in the previous steps, five trials are conducted for each test, and the average of the 
generation number that searched the optimal solution is given in Table 5.9 to indicate the 
speed of searching the optimal solution. Under the given parameters and operators, a 
population size of 10 does not find the optimum consistently. A population size of three 
times or more the chromosome length (SPop= 30) shows good convergence to the optimal 
solution.  
Table 5.9 Test Results for Population Size 
Population Size Pm Two-Point Uniform 
0.05 10.00 N/A 10 0.10 N/A 5.00 
0.05 6.00 3.20 30 0.10 5.20 7.60 
0.05 3.20 3.40 50 0.10 2.20 4.00 
0.05 2.60 2.80 100 0.10 3.00 2.40 
0.05 2.20 1.60 150 0.10 3.00 2.00 
 
5.3.2 Bi-level Programming Using Genetic Algorithm (BLGA) 
 In the BLGA method, best k retrofit strategies are generated in the upper-level 
problem using GA, and the optimal solutions are then obtained after simulating network 
analysis algorithms for these k strategies. Because solving the upper-level problem that 
uses SGA does not involve simulations of the network analysis algorithm, parameter 
design for the SGA in the BLGA method is not critical. However, because the solution 
quality is dependent on the value of k, this section provides validation of the BLGA 
method and an experimental study for selecting k. 
As in previous sections, the Sioux Falls network is assumed to have 10 bridges, as 
described in Table 5.10. The SGA parameters and operators defined as appropriate in 
Section 5.3.1 are chosen for this parameter study. The parameters are crossover 
probability (Pc = 0.95), mutation probability (Pm = 0.05), and population size (SPop = 100) 
which are five times the chromosome length. The operators were tournament selection 
and uniform crossover. The number of generations was chosen to be 300 for searching 
highly accurate results in solving upper-level problem. The cost for the retrofitting all 
bridges was $2.16M, and three different budget levels were tested: $0.7M, $0.9M, and 
$1.1M. 
 
 
 
Table 5.10 Bridge Information for BLGA 
Link Bridge # #1 #2 PGA (g) Bridge Type
Length 
(mile) 
1 9 11 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
2 48 29 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
3 33 36 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
4 57 45 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
5 41 44 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
6 28 43 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
7 34 40 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
8 53 58 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
9 73 76 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
10 42 71 0.7 MSC-Steel 0.1 
 
 
The accuracy of the BLGA method with different values of k is compared to the 
exact solution that is obtained from the exhaustive search method (ESM) at each budget 
level, and is summarized in Table 5.11. As shown in Table 5.11, the accuracy of solutions 
from the BLGA method was very high. Specifically, when k was larger than 10, the 
accuracy of the solutions was greater than 0.95 for all three budget levels. Even when k 
was five, the accuracy of the solution was greater than 0.88. Although the SGA is likely 
to produce more accurate solutions, the BLGA produced solutions with good accuracy 
and relatively low computational cost compared to the SGA. These advantages allow the 
decision-makers to perform analyses for large, complex infrastructure to which the SGA 
may not be applicable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.11 Test Results of BLGA 
Maximum Budget:$0.7M  
    
K Best TSTT (min) Exact Solution (min) Accuracy (exact/best)
5 2.461E+05 0.907 
10 2.331E+05 0.958 
20 2.233E+05 1.000 
30 2.233E+05 1.000 
50 2.233E+05 
2.233E+05 
1.000 
    
Maximum Budget: $0.9M  
    
K Best TSTT (min) Exact Solution (min) Accuracy (exact/best)
5 2.394E+05 0.886 
10 2.186E+05 0.970 
20 2.186E+05 0.970 
30 2.186E+05 0.970 
50 2.186E+05 
2.120E+05 
0.970 
    
Maximum Budget: $1.1M  
    
K Best TSTT (min) Exact Solution (min) Accuracy (exact/best)
5 2.090E+05 0.983 
10 2.078E+05 0.989 
20 2.068E+05 0.993 
30 2.068E+05 0.993 
50 2.068E+05 
2.054E+05 
0.993 
 
5.3.3 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA)-II  
 The key advantage of using the NSGA-II is that it has the ability to find multiple 
pareto-optimal solutions in a single run, unlike the SGA and BLGA. However, one issue 
that requires clarification regards the accuracy of NSGA-II is in solving NBSR problems.  
To validate the NSGA-II and select appropriate GA parameters (i.e., population 
size and the number of generations), numerical tests with various population sizes (Npop 
= 10, 20, 30, and 50) and number of generations (nGen = 10, 20, and 40) are conducted in 
this section.  The Sioux Falls network in the previous example is again employed. 
Crossover probability (Pc) of 0.95 and mutation probability (Pm) of 0.05 are used for this 
parameter study. The solutions from the NSGA-II are compared to the exact solution. 
Note that the population size in the NSGA-II is identical with pareto-optiomal solutions. 
Hence, to get solutions at many different budget levels, a larger population size is 
required.  
 
 
Test results are shown in Figs. 5.8–5.11. Fig. 5.8 shows that NSGA-II with a 
population size of 10 converged to optimal solutions when nGen was 10 and 20. It is 
likely to produce better solutions when nGen gets larger. However, because the NSGA-II 
involves random processes (i.e., creation of initial population, crossover, and mutation), a 
larger nGen does not always guarantee a better solution, as is demonstrated by the results 
with nGen = 40 shown in Fig. 5.8. Note that the NSGA-II with 10 populations produced 
exactly 10 pareto-optimal solutions, as previously mentioned. Although these 10 
solutions would provide useful insight in investigating relationships between retrofit cost 
and system performance enhancement after retrofit, the use of a larger population size is 
recommended to obtain solutions at different budget levels. Fig.s 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 
show the results from the NSGA-II with Npop = 20, 30, and 50, respectively. These 
solutions provided more pareto-optimal solutions than the Npop=10 case with better 
overall accuracy.  
Due to the high computational cost in running network analysis algorithms, 
solving the NBSR problem using the NSGA-II with a large population size and a large 
number of generations to get very accurate solutions is often impractical. Therefore, this 
method can be used to investigate the effect of retrofit strategies at different budget levels 
instead of finding highly accurate solutions. The outcome from this investigation would 
help the decision-makers to approximate required budget levels for improving the seismic 
system performance and to meet their acceptance levels that may incorporate cost-benefit 
analysis. 
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Figure 5.8 Numerical Tests for NSGA-II with Npop = 10 
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Figure 5.9 Numerical Tests for NSGA-II with Npop = 20 
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Figure 5.10 Numerical Tests for NSGA-II with Npop = 30 
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Figure 5.11 Numerical Tests for NSGA-II with Npop=50 
 
5.4 Sensitivity Analysis 
This section provides sensitivity analyses to investigate the effect of earthquake 
magnitude on the system performance and on optimal retrofit strategies. First, the 
sensitivity of the system performance with respect to the increasing seismic demand is 
analyzed. The DUE and DTA models are used to estimate the system performance of the 
Sioux Falls network. Differences in results from both models are also investigated. 
Second, the sensitivity of the optimal retrofit strategy to different seismic demands and 
different sampling techniques is conducted. Information on the bridges used in the 
sensitivity analyses are given in Table 5.12.  
 
Table 5.12 Bridge Information for Sensitivity Analysis 
Link Bridge # #1 #2 Bridge Type
Length 
(mile) 
1 9 11 MSC-Steel 0.1 
2 48 29 MSC-Steel 0.1 
3 33 36 MSC-Steel 0.1 
4 57 45 MSC-Steel 0.1 
5 41 44 MSC-Steel 0.1 
6 28 43 MSC-Steel 0.1 
7 34 40 MSC-Steel 0.1 
8 53 58 MSC-Steel 0.1 
9 73 76 MSC-Steel 0.1 
10 42 71 MSC-Steel 0.1 
 
 
 
5.4.1 System Performance of Transportation Networks 
This study utilizes DUE and DTA models to simulate traffic flows in analyzing 
the seismic performance of transportation networks. Because both models are based on 
different assumptions, the resulting seismic performance varies, as discussed in Section 
5.2. This section provides sensitivity analyses to investigate the effects of traffic 
assignment models (i.e., DUE and DTA) and different seismic demand on the system 
performance.  
In the sensitivity analyses, the ground motion parameter (i.e., PGA) is assumed to 
be uniform for all bridges and is increased monotonically from 0.3-1.0g. Seismic system 
performance at different times (i.e., days 0, 3, and 7) are analyzed using the FOA. 
 The results of the analyses are shown in Tables 5.13 and 5.14, and are plotted in 
Fig. 5.11. As expected, the system performance employing the DUE and DTA models 
differ. Considering that DTA produces more accurate  results than DTA, the DUE model 
overestimated the system performance under a PGA of 0.3g in the day 0 case, but 
underestimated it under other PGA levels. The DTA model produced higher system 
performances at all PGA levels for day 3. The DUE model overestimated the seismic 
performance at low PGA levels and underestimated it at high PGA levels on day 7. When 
the PGA level was low, the difference of system performance level between both models 
was relatively large.  
 
Table 5.13 Sensitivity Analysis of System Performance using DUE 
PGA (g) 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Day 0 0.432 0.111 0.080 0.074 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.072 
Day 3 0.834 0.286 0.131 0.092 0.081 0.076 0.074 0.072 
Day 7 0.980 0.928 0.761 0.390 0.224 0.150 0.110 0.095 
 
 
 
Table 5.14 Sensitivity Analysis of System Performance using DTA 
PGA (g) 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Day 0 0.311 0.178 0.137 0.116 0.114 0.115 0.115 0.115 
Day 3 0.902 0.326 0.181 0.155 0.132 0.125 0.117 0.117 
Day 7 0.952 0.918 0.604 0.336 0.284 0.181 0.180 0.157 
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Figure 5.11 Sensitivity Analysis of System Performance 
 
Despite the differences discussed in the previous paragraph, both models exhibit 
similar trends in which system performance deteriorates with increasing PGA levels. For 
example, in the day 0 case, system performance from both models declines significantly 
when the PGA level increases from 0.3-0.5g. Similar patterns can be observed in the case 
of days 3 and 7.   
Based on the observations from this sensitivity analysis, the DUE model is more 
suitable for conducting a preliminary study of the system vulnerability under potential 
earthquakes given that the DTA model is more accurate. The DTA model, on the other 
hand, should be used to estimate system performance with better accuracy and to 
investigate the traffic pattern changes over time after a seismic event.  
5.4.2 Retrofit Strategy 
The optimal retrofit strategy under a specific seismic demand may not be the best 
solution under other seismic demands, because the magnitude of potential earthquakes 
and the ground motion parameters at the location of each element (i.e., bridges) are 
uncertain. Therefore, the effectiveness of an optimal retrofit strategy under a specific 
design earthquake hazard should be evaluated when an infrastructure system is exposed 
to different earthquake hazards. Apart from that, optimal retrofit strategies obtained using 
different sampling techniques given the same earthquake hazard may also vary.  
To clarify the issues mentioned above, this section presents sensitivity analyses 
for optimal retrofit strategies with respect to different seismic demands and sampling 
techniques. The ground motion parameter (i.e., PGA) is assumed to be uniform for all 
bridges, taking on values in the range 0.3- 1.1g.  
The process employed for the sensitivity analysis is: (a) search for the optimal 
retrofit strategy under three different maximum budget levels ($0.5M, $1.0M, and 
$1.5M) and five different PGA levels (0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1g) utilizing the exhaustive 
search method (ESM) and first-order approximation; (b) for each budget level, calculate 
the TSTT after applying the optimal solutions obtained in the previous step assuming that 
the imposed earthquake PGA is 1.1g (TSTT_1); (c) evaluate the effectiveness of each 
 
 
solution by comparing TSTT_1 with TSTT of the optimal solution at PGA of 1.1g 
(Effectiveness_1 = TSTT_1 / TSTTopt@1.1g).  
The effectiveness of the optimal solution under the PGA of 1.1g is also 
investigated when different seismic demand cases are imposed on the network. For each 
PGA level, TSTT after applying the optimal solutions of each PGA level were obtained 
using ESM (TSTT_2). After the optimal retrofit strategy under PGA of 1.1g is applied to 
the network, different PGA levels are imposed to the network, and TSTT are obtained 
accordingly (TSTT_3). Finally, the effectiveness of the optimal retrofit strategy under a 
PGA of 1.1g when bridges experience other PGA levels is evaluated (Effectiveness_2 = 
TSTT_2/TSTT_3).  
Tables 5.15-5.17 show the results of the sensitivity analysis for the optimal 
retrofit strategies with respect to different seismic demand. Effectiveness_1 of the optimal 
solutions, which measures the effectiveness of the optimal solutions under different PGA 
levels when a PGA of 1.1g is imposed on the system, is low when PGA levels are low. 
For instance, as shown in Table 5.15, solution #656 is the optimal solution when a PGA 
level imposed on the system is 0.3g and the total available budget is $0.5M. However, 
when solution #656 is applied to a system with a PGA of 1.1g, its effectiveness is only 
57.4%. Therefore, if a system is subjected to a larger earthquake than the earthquake used 
in determining the optimal retrofit strategy, the optimal retrofit strategy determined is no 
longer the most effective. On the other hand, when the optimal solution determined under 
a larger magnitude earthquake (e.g., solution #33 in Table 5.15) is applied when less 
severe earthquakes occur, the effectiveness of the solution (Effectiveness_2) is high, as 
shown in Tables 5.15-5.17. Effectiveness_2 is at least 95% in the $0.5M case, 83% in the 
$1.0M case, and 86% in the $1.5M case. Although ground motion variation is not 
considered in these analyses, the results clearly indicate that retrofit strategies considering 
larger earthquakes can be effective for smaller earthquake scenarios.  
 
Table 5.15 Sensitivity Analysis of Optimal Retrofit Strategies: $0.5M 
PGA (g) Solution # TSTT_1 Effectiveness_1 TSTT_2 TSTT_3 Effectiveness_2
0.3 656 1.611E+06 0.574 1.408E+05 1.475E+05 0.954 
0.5 672 1.675E+06 0.552 2.110E+05 2.178E+05 0.969 
0.7 17 1.021E+06 0.905 2.425E+05 2.484E+05 0.976 
0.9 33 9.245E+05 1.000 3.768E+05 3.768E+05 1.000 
1.1 33 9.245E+05 1.000 9.245E+05 9.245E+05 1.000 
 
Table 5.16 Sensitivity Analysis of Optimal Retrofit Strategies: $1.0M 
PGA (g) Solution # TSTT_1 Effectiveness_1 TSTT_2 TSTT_3 Effectiveness_2
0.3 666 1.560E+06 0.534 1.380E+05 1.390E+05 0.993 
0.5 556 1.716E+06 0.486 1.683E+05 1.958E+05 0.859 
0.7 57 8.774E+05 0.950 2.068E+05 2.350E+05 0.880 
0.9 141 1.061E+06 0.786 3.136E+05 3.766E+05 0.833 
1.1 179 8.336E+05 1.000 8.336E+05 8.336E+05 1.000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.17 Sensitivity Analysis of Optimal Retrofit Strategies: $1.5M 
PGA (g) Solution # TSTT_1 Effectiveness_1 TSTT_2 TSTT_3 Effectiveness_2
0.3 702 1.449E+06 0.574 1.371E+05 1.374E+05 0.998 
0.5 702 1.449E+06 0.574 1.571E+05 1.697E+05 0.926 
0.7 687 9.029E+05 0.921 1.907E+05 2.016E+05 0.946 
0.9 237 9.093E+05 0.915 3.039E+05 3.519E+05 0.864 
1.1 443 8.316E+05 1.000 8.316E+05 8.316E+05 1.000 
 
 To evaluate the quality of the optimal retrofit strategy using different sampling 
techniques, ESM is utilized to search the optimal solutions using the FOA and LHS 
methods with 100 samples for three different budget levels ($0.5M, $0.6M, and $0.7M).  
The PGA level at each bridge is assumed to be 0.7g. The procedure for this sensitivity 
analysis is: (a) find the optimal retrofit strategy at three different budget levels using the 
FOA method, (b) evaluate all retrofit strategies that satisfy the budget constraints using 
LHS with 100 samples, (c) compare the results and find the rank of the optimal solutions 
obtained from the FOA method among the solutions from the LHS method to investigate 
the sensitivity of optimal solutions with respect to different sampling techniques.  
The results of the analyses are shown in Table 5.18. In this example analysis, the 
optimal solutions obtained using the FOA method are very close to the solutions obtained 
using the LHS method because, for example, when the maximum budget is $0.4 M, the 
optimal solution obtained from the FOA method is the second best solution when the 
LHS method is used. The solutions at other budget levels show a similar trend. Although 
it was mentioned earlier that the LHS method produces more accurate results in 
estimating system performance as compared to the FOA method, optimal solutions 
obtained using the FOA method are likely to be near-optimal, as shown in Table 5.18. 
Because the computational cost of the FOA method is significantly lower than the LHS 
method, and the solutions provided by the FOA method are fairly accurate compared to 
those obtained using the LHS method, the FOA method should be used in solving NBSR 
problems for a large, complex network because utilizing the LHS method can be 
impractical in analyses and optimization of a large, substantial network due to high 
computational costs.  
 
Table 5.18 Optimal Retrofit Strategies with FOA and LHS Methods 
Method Solution # TSTT (min) Rank 
Max Budget = $0.4M   
LHS 160 1.599E+06  
FOA 129 1.600E+06 #2 
Max Budget = $0.5M   
LHS 33 1.382E+06  
FOA 17 1.582E+06 #4 
Max Budget = $0.6M   
LHS 161 1.356E+06  
FOA 40 1.505E+06 #3 
 
 
 
 
 CHAPTER VI 
 
SEISMIC LOSS ESTIMATION AND MITIGATION STUDY  
 
 
This chapter presents the application of the proposed approach to actual 
infrastructure systems. The infrastructure is simplified water and power network in 
Memphis, Tennessee, and the transportation network is in Charleston, South Carolina. 
Section 6.1 presents a seismic loss estimation study for water and power networks in 
Memphis, Tennessee. The proposed approach is applied to simplified Memphis water and 
power systems to analyze the seismic system performance under various levels of seismic 
demands and dependency strength. System fragilities of these network systems are also 
developed for the use of seismic risk study in this region. Section 6.2 presents the seismic 
performance and Network-Based Seismic Retrofit (NBSR) studies of the transportation 
network in Charleston, South Carolina. The seismic performances of the network under 
different magnitudes of earthquakes are evaluated using the Deterministic User 
Equilibrium (DUE) and Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) models. The NBSR study is 
also performed, taking into account an historical earthquake event in the Charleston 
region.  
6.1 Power and Water Networks in Memphis/Shelby County, Tennessee 
 The proposed approach is applied to a simplified Memphis/Shelby County water 
and power system to estimate the system performance (Dueňas-Osorio et al., 2006). The 
networks have 49 water nodes and 59 power nodes, as shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. For the 
water system, storage tanks and large pumps are modeled as the water generation nodes, 
and pipe intersections are modeled as the water distribution nodes. For the power grid, 
gate stations are modeled as the power generation nodes, and substations are modeled as 
the power distribution nodes. Each water generation node is at least dependent on one 
power distribution node. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Memphis/Shelby County Water Network (Dueňas-Osorio et al., 2007) 
 
Figure 6.2 Memphis/Shelby County Power Network (Dueňas-Osorio et al., 2007) 
 
These systems are heterogeneous mixes of bidirectional and unidirectional links. 
Based on a series of discussions with an official at Memphis Light, Gas, and Water 
(MLGW), generation nodes (i.e., pumping stations and water tanks in water networks and 
gate stations in power grids) are modeled as only allowing power and water to flow under 
normal operating conditions, although these nodes have the ability to change the direction 
of flow for rerouting. Unlike water pumping stations, water tanks allow flow in both 
directions under normal conditions so that they can either provide water to distribution 
nodes or accept water from distribution nodes. Although these tanks allow bidirectional 
flow physically, we can assume that they only allow flow in one direction for network 
analyses because typically water from distribution nodes fills the tanks first, and then the 
tanks provide water to other distribution nodes. Therefore, the water and power systems 
are modeled as directed networks such that unidirectional links are modeled to send flow 
 
 
only from generation nodes to distribution or transmission nodes; while two 
unidirectional links are used to model the bidirectional flow between distribution or 
generation nodes. Note that if a generation node fails, water/power from other generation 
nodes can pass through the failed node to provide water/power to the affected area after 
emergency operations are performed.  
A water generation node is assumed to be dependent on power distribution nodes; 
a water distribution node is modeled as a junction of pipes that is not dependent on the 
power nodes. Hence, a water generation node may be rendered nonfunctional due to 
seismic effects, as well as from the non-functionality of all power distribution nodes that 
supply power to the water generation node. Failure of two unidirectional links that carry 
bidirectional flow between two components is assumed to be perfectly correlated event.  
The water and power networks in Memphis/Shelby County that primarily serve 
the City of Memphis and Shelby County, lie within the New Madrid Seismic Zone 
(NMSZ), which is the most active earthquake zone in the Central United States. The 
region was responsible for several major earthquakes between 1811 and 1812, with 
estimated moment magnitudes (Mw) greater than 7.0 (USGS, 2002).  
For the seismic loss estimation study in this section, the source of earthquakes is 
assumed to be Marked Tree, Arkansas (35.535N 90.430W) near the southern tip of the 
Blytheville Arch, which is one of the primary segments of the New Madrid fault. Marked 
Tree is the nearest location from Memphis. The focal depth of the events is assumed to be 
5 km based on the distribution of focal depth at Memphis (Wheeler & Johnston, 1992). 
Moment magnitude (Mw) at the source is increased from 5.5 to 8.2 to investigate the 
functional loss of the water and power system at various levels of earthquake hazard. The 
attenuation relationship utilized to estimate the ground parameters at the location of each 
element in the networks is United States Geological Survey (USGS) Central and Eastern 
United States (CEUS) Source Event model (USGS, 2002). 
The fragility information used in this study was obtained from the open literature. 
The fragility data for power and water generation, and power distribution components are 
obtained from the HAZUS 99 Manual (FEMA, 1999). For buried pipelines, a study 
conducted by O’Rouke and Ayala (1993) was used to estimate the vulnerability of 
pipelines. For power and water generation, and power distribution, a component that 
experiences “extensive” damage and beyond is assumed to be nonfunctional. The 
fragility parameters used for the evaluation of component functionality are shown in 
Table 6.1, and the probability of reaching or exceeding extensive damage can be 
calculated using Eq. (6.1).  
 
Table 6.1 Fragility Information for Network Components (FEMA, 1999) 
Classification Damage State Median β 
Power Generation component 
High-Voltage ESS5 Extensive 0.2 0.35 
Power Distribution component 
Low-Voltage ESS1 Extensive 0.45 0.45 
Water Generation component 
Plants with Unanchored  
Subcomponents-PPP4 Extensive 0.77 0.65 
 
 
 
 
ln(a) ln(median)P[Extensive Damage|PGA a] Φ
β
⎛ ⎞−= = ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠   (6.1) 
 
A break in a pipe is assumed to result in the failure of buried pipelines. To ascertain if a 
pipe has a break, the repair rate is calculated using the following equation (O’Rouke & 
Ayala, 1993). 
2.25Repair Rate (repairs/km) 0.0001 PGV≅ ×    (6.2) 
 
where PGV is Peak Ground Velocity in cm/s. Break rate is generally assumed to be 20% 
of repair rate in the literature (NIBS, 1999; Dueňas-Osorio et al., 2007), and this study 
also employs that assumption. Using the break rate and assuming that the breaks 
constitute a Poisson process, the probability that a segment of pipe experiences at least 
one break can be determined.  As in the model reported by Dueňas-Osorio et al. (2007), 
the occurrence of at least one break is assumed to impair the functionality of a pipeline 
segment. Therefore, the probability of pipeline break occurrence is calculated as: 
 
( 0) 1 ( 0) 1 Break Rate Lengthr rP B P B e
− ×> = − = = −    (6.3) 
where rB  is the number of breaks. 
Convergence tests were performed first to select an appropriate sampling size of 
Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS), and 1,000 samples of MCS are selected for this study. 
The strength of the dependency (interconnectedness level; IL) in Equation 3.7, 
corresponds to the conditional probability of failure of water component, j, without 
proper power supply from the power grid. In this study, five different levels of IL are 
used to take into account the effect of considering coupling in the estimation of the 
system performance. These levels range from 0, which represents the backup supply 
being perfectly reliable, to complete dependence, 1. 
Analyses were performed to estimate system performance measures of interests, 
Connectivity Loss (CL), and Service Flow Reduction (SFR) introduced in Section 3.3, for 
both power and water networks in this study.  The analyses results are shown in Fig.s. 
6.3-6.5. SFR analyses produced lower system performance loss estimates compared to CL 
analyses, as can be seen from the figures.  Because SFR analyses consider the capacity of 
generators and the demand of distribution nodes, even though some of the generators fail 
after earthquakes, the flow is rerouted to provide service to surviving distribution nodes, 
resulting in lower system loss estimates.  
From these figures, the system performance loss would not be significant when a 
small earthquake (Mw < 5.5) occurs at the region. When an earthquake of a moment 
magnitude greater than 7.5 occurs, it is anticipated that both networks would lose almost 
all of their functionality. System performance loss increases significantly when Mw is 
larger than 6.0. 
The results show the effect of the dependency of water nodes on power nodes and 
how the strength of dependency changes the system performance. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 
demonstrate the increase in system performance loss as the IL increases. When the 
moment magnitude is 7.0, the CL under independency is about 37.5%; while it is 84% 
under complete dependency. With respect to the SFR, it is about 26 and 77% under 
 
 
independence and complete dependency, respectively. Therefore, if the dependency is 
neglected, the results can significantly underestimate the seismic losses after earthquakes. 
The underestimation may lead decision makers to misunderstand the significance of the 
potential threat to this societal backbone. Considering the dependency in a proper way 
will help the decision makers to anticipate the effects of earthquakes in these systems 
more accurately.   
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Figure 6.3 Connectivity Loss (CL) and Service Flow Reduction (SFR) of 
Memphis/Shelby County Power Network 
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Figure 6.4 Connectivity Loss of Memphis/Shelby County Water Network 
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Figure 6.5 Service Flow Reduction of Memphis/Shelby County Water Network 
 
System fragilities for the Memphis/Shelby County power and water networks are 
developed for the seismic risk study of these systems (Figs. 6.6-6.9). Three limit states, 
which are 25, 50, and 75% of system performance loss, are defined to represent the 
ability of the network to function properly. Fig.s 6.6 and 6.7 present the fragility curves 
for the power grid as a function of the moment magnitude (Mw) at Blytheville, Arkansas 
and are expressed in terms of its connectivity loss (CL) and service flow reduction (SFR). 
These Fig.s also show that the SFR analysis produces lower probabilities of exceeding a 
certain limit state than the CL analysis. The fragility curves for the water networks are 
shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. The importance of considering the dependency of these 
infrastructure systems is demonstrated in these Fig.s. The Mw that results in a 50% 
chance of 75% CL with respect to the independent analysis is between 7.8 and 7.9. The 
moment magnitude decreases to between 6.8 and 6.9 for complete dependent analysis.  
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Figure 6.6 System Fragility (Connectivity Loss; CL) of Memphis/Shelby County Power 
Network 
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Figure 6.7 System Fragility (Service Flow Reduction; SFR) of Memphis/Shelby County 
Power Network 
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(a) 25% of Connectivity Loss 
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(b) 50% of Connectivity Loss 
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(c) 75% of Connectivity Loss 
 
Fig. 6.8 System Fragility (Connectivity Loss; CL) of Memphis/Shelby County Water 
Network 
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(a) 25% of Service Flow Reduction 
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(b) 50% of Service Flow Reduction 
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(c) 75% of Service Flow Reduction 
 
Figure 6.9 System Fragility (Service Flow Reduction; SFR) of Memphis/Shelby County 
Water Network 
 
 
 
6.2 Transportation Network in Charleston County, South Carolina 
This section provides a seismic loss estimation and Network-Based Seismic 
Retrofit (NBSR) study for transportation network in Charleston County, South Carolina. 
This network is being used for the Mid-America Earthquake (MAE) Center 
Transportation Test Bed (TTB) Project. Fig. 6.10 displays the interstate and state 
highways, primary arteries, and bridges considered in this study. This network consists of 
2,609 nodes and 6,333 links. A total of 117,304 origin-destination pairs are defined for 
the network. The total number of bridges is 251 in this network.  
 
 
Figure 6.10 Transportation Network in Charleston County, South Carolina 
 
The network data, including location of nodes, connectivity of links, link 
characteristics and traffic demand (i.e., origin-destination data), were obtained from the 
South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) and local Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations (MPO). The bridge inventory data were based on National Bridge 
Inventory (NBI). The data were reviewed and prepared for the analyses by the TTB 
project team in the MAE Center.  
Essential information for analyzing transportation network systems are link 
characteristics and traffic demand data. The link characteristics are generally described 
by free-flow speed and link capacity. Free-flow speed for a link is generally assumed to 
be its speed limit, while this study uses surveyed free-flow speed obtained from the 
SCDOT. Link capacity uses passenger car units per hour as a metric. This capacity is 
essential information in analyzing transportation networks because the degree of 
congestion is determined by the ratio of flow to capacity, which is reflected in calculating 
travel times. While the capacity of a link is assumed to be proportional to the number of 
lanes and the speed limits for simplification in general, actual link capacities obtained 
from the SCDOT are used for this study as well. With respect to traffic demand, this 
 
 
study uses peak 2-hour demand that is exported from the data obtained from the SCDOT 
to evaluate the impact of earthquake on the network in peak hours.  
The bridges in the network were classified into 14 types through an inventory 
analysis performed by the MAE Center TTB team. Construction material and type for 
these bridges were considered in the inventory analysis. The number of bridges for each 
type in the network is given in Table 6.2.  
 
Table 6.2 Inventory Analysis Results for Bridges in Charleston Network 
Bridge Type Number of Bridges
MSC Concrete 7 
MSC Steel 25 
MSC Slab 11 
MSC Concrete Box 6 
MSSS Concrete 45 
MSSS Steel 37 
MSSS Slab 75 
MSSS Concrete Box 2 
SS Concrete 13 
SS Steel 25 
Truss 3 
Moveable 5 
Box single/spread 4 
Segment box girder 2 
▪ MSC, MSSS, and SS stand for multispan continuous, multispan simply supported, and 
simply supported, respectively. 
 
 The first 10 types of bridge in Table 6.2 cover approximately 88% of bridge 
inventory in Central and Southeastern United States (CSUS). The MAE Center has 
developed fragility curves for these types of bridges in as-built state and five different 
retrofitted states (DesRoches, 2007). The five retrofit schemes taken into account in 
developing retrofitted fragility curves are: (a) installation of elastomeric bearing, (b) 
restrainer cables, (c) steel jackets, (d) seat extenders, and (e) shear keys. The fragility 
curves for the last four types of bridges in Table 6.2 have been exported from HAZUS-
MH (NIBS, 2002) by the MAE Center TTB team. However, these fragility curves are 
only for as-built bridges; the corresponding fragility curves for the retrofitted systems are 
required to perform NBSR analysis. Therefore, these four types of bridges are not 
considered in this study. 
Among the five retrofit schemes, this study considers only the elastomeric bearing 
(ER) retrofit scheme in NBSR analysis to find effective retrofit strategies with reasonable 
computational cost by narrowing the solution search space. The fragility curves for as-
built bridges and retrofitted bridges with ER used through this section are shown in Table 
6.3. Note that the most vulnerable bridges under a large earthquake are the MSC Steel 
and MSSS Steel bridges. The bridges with the least damage were the single-span bridges 
(DesRoches et al, 2006).  
 
 
 
 
Table 6.3 Fragility Parameters for Generic CSUS Bridges (DesRoches, 2007) 
Slight Moderate Extensive Complete Bridge Type 
m(g) β m(g) β m(g) β M(g) β 
As-Built 0.16 0.7 0.53 0.7 0.75 0.7 1.01 0.7 MSC 
Concrete ER 0.47 0.7 0.83 0.68 1.01 0.76 1.1 0.79 
As-Built 0.19 0.5 0.32 0.5 0.41 0.5 0.51 0.5 MSC  
Steel ER 0.25 0.69 0.4 0.67 0.51 0.68 0.83 0.7 
As-Built 0.17 0.7 0.49 0.7 0.86 0.7 2.39 0.7 MSC  
Slab ER 0.5 0.7 0.76 0.7 1.15 0.7 2.61 0.7 
As-Built 0.22 0.8 0.69 0.8 1.31 0.8 3.39 0.8 MSC 
Conc. 
Box ER 0.64 0.8 1.08 0.8 1.76 0.8 3.7 0.8 
As-Built 0.2 0.7 0.63 0.7 0.91 0.7 1.28 0.7 MSSS 
Concrete ER 0.34 0.71 0.69 0.67 0.95 0.72 1.21 0.79 
As-Built 0.24 0.5 0.45 0.5 0.58 0.5 0.85 0.5 MSSS 
Steel ER 0.4 0.64 0.65 0.62 0.88 0.66 1.28 0.69 
As-Built 0.17 0.8 0.51 0.8 0.91 0.8 1.87 0.8 MSSS  
Slab ER 0.29 0.8 0.55 0.8 0.95 0.8 1.77 0.8 
As-Built 0.22 0.8 0.69 0.8 1.31 0.8 3.39 0.8 MSSS 
Conc. 
Box ER 0.38 0.8 0.75 0.8 1.37 0.8 3.2 0.8 
As-Built 0.35 0.9 1.33 0.9 1.83 0.9 2.5 0.9 SS Steel 
ER 0.6 0.9 1.45 0.9 1.91 0.9 2.36 0.9 
As-Built 0.64 0.6 1.19 0.6 1.59 0.6 2.59 0.6 SS 
Concrete ER 1.06 0.6 1.72 0.6 2.42 0.6 3.91 0.6 
▪ MSC, MSSS, SS, and ER stand for multispan continuous, multispan simply supported, 
simply supported, and elastomeric bearing, respectively 
 
The Charleston area experienced an earthquake on August 31, 1886, which is the 
most damaging quake to occur in the Southeastern United States and one of the largest 
historic earthquakes in Eastern North America. A recent study estimated that the moment 
magnitude (Mw) of this earthquake was 7.3 ± 0.26 (Johnston, 1996). The estimated 
coordinates of the epicenter of this earthquake are 32.90N, 80.0W. Due to the low 
attenuation of ground motion, this earthquake was reported in places such as Boston, 
Milwaukee, Chicago, New Orleans, Cuba, and Bermuda (USGS, 2005).  
This study conducts seismic performance assessment of the Charleston 
transportation network subject to various magnitudes of earthquakes occurring at the 
epicenter of the 1886 Charleston earthquake.  The moment magnitude of the earthquake 
is increased from 5.5 to 7.9, and the network’s system performance is estimated 
accordingly using Deterministic User Equilibrium (DUE) and Dynamic Traffic 
Assignment (DTA) models. Figure 6.11 shows the PGA map of the study region when 
the 1886 Charleston earthquake occurred. The USGS characteristic events model is used 
to estimate the PGA at the location of the bridge through this section (USGS, 2002).  
The NBSR analysis is also performed for the Charleston transportation network, 
assuming that the 1886 earthquake occurred in this region. Bi-level programming using 
Genetic Algorithm (BLGA) and Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA) 
 
 
are used for NBSR analyses. Optimal retrofit strategies with different budget levels are 
searched and evaluated using both BLGA and NSGA-II. 
 
 
  
Figure 6.11 PGA Map of the1886 Charleston Earthquake 
 
As previously mentioned, the computational cost is the most critical issue in 
performing seismic loss estimation and NBSR studies of large network systems. Using 
the Monte-Carlo simulations (MCS) or Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) method is 
difficult in estimating the seismic performance because of CPU time. Apart from that, 
when GA-based search strategies with MCS or LHS methods are used in NBSR analysis, 
the required computation power is likely to be beyond the current capabilities. These 
computational cost issues can be relaxed by adopting advanced computation techniques 
such as parallel computing. However, such advanced computation techniques are not 
implemented in the current model but will be implemented in the future.  
To reduce the computational complexity, this study, therefore, uses the first-order 
approximation (FOA) method to estimate the seismic performance and the NBSR 
analyses. Both DUE and DTA are employed to estimate the system responses and the 
respective results. On the other hand, GA-based search strategies also require a number 
of analyses to solve NBSR problems. Even though the FOA method is used, using DTA 
in solving NBSR problems is impractical because of computational cost. Therefore, this 
study uses only DUE in NBSR analyses, with the sacrifice of accuracy for the 
computational efficiency.  
Figure 6.12 and Table 6.4 show total system travel time and performance (total 
system travel time increment; TSTTI) of the Charleston network under various sizes of 
earthquakes. The results show that earthquakes impact significantly the system 
performance of the Charleston network. Specifically, TSTTI at day 0 level was less than 
15% even when a relatively small earthquake occurred (Mw = 5.5).  When Mw was 
greater than 6.3, TSTTI at day 0 level was less than 1%. These results were mainly due to 
high PGA levels at the bridges in the network (e.g., max. PGA was 0.68 when an Mw 5.5 
scenario earthquake occurred). As shown in Fig. 6.11, many bridges in the network are 
located very close to the hypothetical epicenter. As a result, the bridges experienced high- 
level PGA, and, in turn, the network experienced serious functional loss after earthquakes. 
 
 
The results also show that the system performance can be restored quickly under smaller 
earthquakes after initial repair operations are performed. For example, the TSTTI at day 7 
level was more than 70% when the Mw was in the range of 5.5~6.3. However, when the 
Mw was larger than 6.9, TSTTI at the day 7 level was less than 50% which needs further 
repair efforts to make the system function properly. Note that TSTTI at the day 7 level 
under Mw 7.3 was larger than that under Mw 7.1 because removing roadways (i.e., links) 
or reducing link capacities might reduce the congestion of traffic flow (i.e., Braess’ 
paradox). 
 
Table 6.4 TSTT of the Charleston Network under Earthquakes (min) 
Mw 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 
day 0 5.6E+07 1.9E+08 3.0E+085.1E+081.0E+092.0E+093.0E+093.8E+094.7E+09 4.9E+09 5.3E+09 5.3E+09
day 3 8.6E+06 1.1E+07 2.1E+073.4E+075.2E+075.3E+078.1E+072.0E+083.0E+08 3.4E+08 6.1E+08 9.5E+08
day 7 7.0E+06 7.1E+06 7.4E+067.8E+068.5E+069.8E+061.2E+071.6E+072.4E+07 2.3E+07 3.7E+07 4.7E+07
Pre-EQ 6.5E+06 
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Figure 6.12 TSTTI of the Charleston Network under Earthquakes 
 
 BLGA and NSGA-II methods were applied to the Charleston network to perform 
the NBSR study. The scenario earthquake for the NBSR study was the 1866 Charleston 
earthquake (Mw = 7.3), as introduced previously. The cost for retrofitting all of the 
bridges in the network was approximately $208M; the minimum cost to retrofit a bridge 
was $0.017M. 
The parameters for BLGA were a crossover probability (Pc) of 0.95, mutation 
probability (Pm) of 0.05, and population size (SPop) of 500, which is approximately twice 
the chromosome length. The operators were tournament selection and uniform crossover. 
The number of generations was chosen to be 300 for more accurate analyses. The 
maximum available budget for BLGA was increased monotonically by $15M. Therefore, 
the BLGA method ran 13 times to find the optimal retrofit strategy at each budget level. 
The number of retrofit strategies (k value in Section 5.3.2) to be evaluated was selected to 
 
 
be 20, considering computational cost. The DUE model was simulated for each of 20 
retrofit strategies, to find the best one among them (see the upper-level problem in 
Section 5.3.2). Therefore, 491 DUE analyses were performed to run the BLGA method. 
For the NSGA-II method, the parameters used in this study were SPop of 100, the number 
of generation of 50, Pc of 0.95, and Pm of 0.05. The operators were tournament selection 
and uniform crossover. The total number of DUE analyses for the NSGA-II method was 
5,000 (50 population times 100 generations).  
The NBSR analyses results from both BLGA and NSGA-II methods are shown in 
Fig. 6.13. The BLGA method searched retrofit strategies at $15M intervals until the 
budget reached $207M, which is the cost for retrofitting all bridges. When the budget was 
increased to $45M, the TSTTI increased accordingly. However, when the maximum 
available budget exceeded $45M, the system performance was lower than that of the 
maximum budget in the $45M case. These results imply that the system performance 
increased to a certain point as the number of bridges for retrofit increased, but it 
worsened as more bridges were retrofitted. This situation can be explained also with the 
Braess’ paradox. As more bridges were retrofitted, the stochastic capacity of links 
increased, but it degraded overall system performance. Another finding is that retrofitting 
the bridges that have higher importance factors does not always significantly reduce the 
impact of the earthquake on the performance of complex networks.  
Similar to the BLGA method, the NSGA-II method searched the optimal solution 
when the maximum budget was around $45M. The reason that the NSGA-II method 
produced no solutions when the retrofit cost was larger than $45M was that no better 
solutions were found in the retrofit cost range (i.e., pareto-optimality).  
The overall solution quality of the NSGA-II method was better than the BLGA 
method in this study, particularly when the budget level was very low (retrofit cost < 
1M$). This fact is mainly due to the limitation of the BLGA method; optimal retrofit 
strategy in terms of system performance is not retrofitting a group of most important 
bridges in terms of the impact of retrofitting individual bridge on the system performance. 
In addition, more DUE analyses were performed for NSGA-II than for BLGA. 
To better understand the results from NSGA-II, the solutions which cost at least 
$0.5M are plotted in Fig. 6. 14. As shown, system performance increased significantly in 
the lower cost range (retrofit cost < $0.5M), but the rate of increase slowed down as the 
retrofit cost exceeded $5M. 
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Figure 6.13 NBSR Analyses Results 
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Figure 6.14 NSGA-II Results 
 
The NBSR analyses results showed that the system performance (TSTTI) can be 
increased significantly after applying the optimal retrofit strategy, yet the TSTTI is still 
less than 3% at the day 0 level. To illustrate the impact of applying an optimal retrofit 
strategy, analyses were performed to compare TSTT with and without applying the 
optimal retrofit strategy. Table 6.5 shows the TSTT with the optimal strategy under 
different sizes of earthquakes, and Table 6.6 shows the effectiveness of the optimal 
retrofit strategy. The effectiveness value was calculated by (TSTT w/o retrofit – TSTT w/ 
retrofit)/Pre-EQ TSTT. As shown in the Table 6.6, the optimal retrofit strategy worsened 
the system performance by some degree for most of day 7 and some of day 3 cases. 
However, the retrofit reduced the TSTT significantly for the day 0 cases. For example, 
when the size of the scenario earthquake was Mw 7.3, the decreased TSTT after applying 
the optimal retrofit strategy was about 720 times TSTT in intact condition. The large 
decrement of TSTT was found for day 0 in larger scenario earthquake cases. Considering 
 
 
that earthquakes damages infrastructure systems significantly just following the event, 
this NBSR study helps decision makers to protect them from potential earthquakes.  
 
Table 6.5 TSTTs with Optimal Retrofit Strategy (min) 
Mw 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 
day 0 3.82E07 6.82E07 8.77E07 1.13E08 1.53E08 1.60E08 3.16E08 4.02E08 5.08E08 2.18E08 7.26E08 8.01E08
day 3 9.33E06 1.65E07 2.39E07 3.18E07 4.22E07 5.09E07 6.40E07 7.40E07 1.14E08 1.40E08 1.72E08 1.90E08
day 7 7.20E06 7.80E06 8.70E06 1.27E07 1.88E07 2.40E07 2.94E07 3.38E07 3.89E07 4.09E07 4.32E07 4.37E07
Pre-EQ 6.5E+06 
 
Table 6.6 Effectiveness of Optimal Retrofit Strategy  
Mw 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 
day 0 2.76 18.12 32.21 60.80 131.35 285.08 413.69 525.69 642.16 722.39 704.84 701.37
day 3 -0.12 -0.85 -0.44 0.35 1.59 0.29 2.67 20.22 28.12 30.16 68.11 117.55
day 7 -0.04 -0.10 -0.20 -0.75 -1.60 -2.19 -2.65 -2.69 -2.29 -2.81 -0.93 0.48
 
The seismic loss estimation study shows that the Charleston network will 
experience critical functional loss if an earthquake of the same magnitude as the 1866 
Charleston earthquake occurs again. The NBSR study searches optimal retrofit strategies 
at different budget levels. This study also demonstrates the effect of applying the optimal 
retrofit strategy for the network.  
 
 
 
CHAPTER VII 
 
CLOSURE 
7.1 Conclusions 
In the research presented in this report, an approach to estimate the system 
performance of independent or interdependent critical urban infrastructures and to search 
for effective intervention strategies for network-based seismic retrofit has been developed. 
The proposed approach provides a more accurate method for assessing the system 
performance of complex infrastructure systems. In addition, it provides robust and 
efficient methods to determine effective retrofit strategies that mitigate performance loss 
after earthquakes. The proposed approach has been successfully applied to actual 
infrastructure systems to study their fragilities under potential seismic hazard and to 
determine effective intervention strategies that can mitigate potential seismic losses.  
 The background for this research was first provided. The existing seismic loss 
estimation methodologies for critical urban infrastructures were reviewed as well as the 
studies on prioritizing the network components for seismic retrofit. The shortcomings of 
existing studies were discussed followed by the identification of the challenges for 
modeling complex interdependent networks and network-based seismic retrofit. The need 
for more advanced approaches to account for refined interdependency failure 
mechanisms and to search for effective retrofit strategies was illustrated. 
 The functionality of the elements of infrastructure systems are random under 
seismic conditions, which leads to uncertain infrastructure (network) states and needs to 
be considered in estimating the system seismic response. To sample the network states 
under earthquake conditions, three approaches were presented: first-order approximation, 
Monte-Carlo simulations, and Latin Hypercube sampling. These approaches have 
acceptable capabilities for determining the seismic performance of infrastructure systems, 
and allow for accuracy levels to be traded for computational efficiency.  
Critical urban infrastructure systems are mutually dependent. The consideration of 
interdependency between systems is fundamental for understanding the seismic response. 
In this study, an interdependent failure mechanism for water and gas networks was 
introduced, and a new probabilistic model considering the dependency of water networks 
on the power grid was developed. The strength of interdependency (interconnectedness 
level) was defined as the failure probability of the backup supply unit at a node that is 
dependent on nodes in other systems. Consideration of the existence of a backup supply 
and its reliability distinguished this model from previous ones, and offered an improved 
interdependent failure mechanism. This probabilistic model was then incorporated into 
efficient network flow algorithms to assess the seismic performance of the interdependent 
lifeline systems. The discussions of the flow direction in the utility networks also 
provided a better understanding of the behavior of the network systems under normal and 
emergency conditions.  
A challenging issue in seismic loss estimation of infrastructures is how to quantify 
the functional loss of a system. A desirable performance measure should represent the 
state of overall system functionality after a disruptive event. The measure can apply for 
 
 
specific or generic systems. This study adopted two system performance measures for 
generic utility lifelines and developed a measure specifically for transportation networks. 
Connectivity Loss (CL) and Service Flow Reduction (SFR) were the measures for utility 
lifeline systems. The metric CL quantifies the functionality of a system by looking at the 
connectivity between each generator and distributor before and after an event; while SFR 
measures the demand of each distribution node and the amount of flow delivered to the 
node. With regard to transportation networks, Total System Travel Time Increment 
(TSTTI) was the measure used to quantify the system performance. It was obtained by 
estimating the total system travel time after an event and comparing it with the same 
quantity before the event. By evaluating TSTTI, congestions of a transportation network 
after disruption could be quantified. 
Computing the seismic performance of a system involves simulations of network 
analysis algorithms. For each sampled state, a network analysis algorithm is run to 
estimate the system responses that are the parameters for calculating the performance. 
Appropriate network analysis algorithms should be utilized in assessing the seismic 
performance to obtain the system response of interest. In addition, these algorithms 
should be computationally efficient because numerous simulations are required to 
estimate the system performance under earthquake conditions. In this study, for utility 
lifelines, the breadth-first search algorithm that determines if there is a path between a 
node and every other node was implemented to compute CL. Thereafter, a successive 
shortest-path algorithm was modified to compute SFR. For transportation networks, two 
different traffic assignment models were implemented: Deterministic User Equilibrium 
(DUE) and Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA). The DUE model is static, while the 
DTA is a dynamic model that considers time-variant network conditions and traffic 
demand. In DTA, traffic flow is assigned to a network over time with the resulting traffic 
pattern being time-dependent. Unlike DTA, DUE assumes that traffic flow is at a 
stationary condition in which the traffic pattern does not change over time. Hence, DTA 
estimates the system response more accurately, while DUE is more efficient in terms of 
computational cost with the compromise of accuracy. 
Retrofitting components of network systems is essential in mitigating the system 
functional loss after earthquakes. However, finding the optimal retrofit strategy to 
minimize the system-wide loss is challenging because of the complex system behavior 
and the high computational cost. Hence, this study proposed efficient methods to select 
the elements for retrofit in order to enhance the seismic performance of a network system 
while effectively using available resources (Network-Based Seismic Retrofit; NBSR). 
The methods proposed in this study were the Direct Method and three Genetic Algorithm 
(GA)-based search methods, which are Simple GA (SGA), Bi-level programming using 
GA, and Non-dominated Sorting GA-II (NSGA-II). The Direct Method selects the 
elements to be retrofitted by evaluating the contribution of each retrofit on the overall 
system performance. The GA-based search strategies use genetic algorithm operators (i.e., 
selection, crossover, and mutation) to find effective retrofit strategies (i.e., selection of 
elements to be retrofitted). SGA is more likely to produce optimal results than other GA-
based search strategies, yet its computational cost is higher. The NBSR problem was 
formulated into a bi-level optimization problem in bi-level programming using the GA 
method. In the upper level, the importance of potential solutions that satisfy the budget 
constraint was evaluated; in the lower level, the seismic performance was evaluated for a 
 
 
limited number of solutions (i.e., best K solutions).  Because this method does not involve 
simulations in the upper level and simulations were only performed for a limited number 
of potential solutions, it required less computation time than SGA and produced 
reasonably accurate solutions. NSGA-II, a multiobjective optimization algorithm, finds 
multiple pareto-optimal solutions in a single run, unlike other GA-based search strategies. 
Although solution quality is determined by GA parameters (e.g., number of generations 
and population size), NSGA-II was found to be useful in investigating the effectiveness 
of retrofit when considering various budget levels. 
The approach proposed in this study was applied to a sample network for 
numerical tests and sensitivity analyses. Through the numerical tests, the relative merits 
of the proposed sampling techniques for the assessment of post-EQ system response were 
investigated, and the determination of the appropriate sampling sizes was introduced 
through a case study. Parametric studies for GA-based search strategies were then 
performed to promote the efficient use of the search strategies. The need for an effective 
optimization technique in establishing an effective retrofit strategy was demonstrated, 
and the efficiency and accuracy of the optimization techniques were evaluated. 
Sensitivity analyses were performed to monitor the effect of earthquake size on the 
system performance and the optimal retrofit strategies. The solution quality of the retrofit 
strategies with different sample techniques was evaluated as well through sensitivity 
analyses. 
Using the approach presented in this investigation, a seismic loss estimation study 
for electric power and water networks in Memphis/Shelby County was performed. The 
impact of the interdependencies on the performance of the water network that is 
dependent on the power grid has been evaluated under various seismic demands. System 
fragility curves for both networks were developed in terms of moment magnitude, which 
were based on the epicenter being at Blytheville, Arkansas. Transportation networks in 
Charleston, South Carolina have also been studied to assess performance and develop 
effective seismic retrofit programs. Both DUE and DTA were applied in this study, and 
the comparison between both algorithms were made. The output of these studies provides 
useful insight in assisting the decision making process.   
This study allows decision-makers to assess the post-EQ system performance, 
prioritize elements for seismic retrofit to enhance the post-earthquake functionality, and 
assist the post-earthquake emergency management and operations. The proposed 
approach can also be extended to consider other types of natural or man-made 
catastrophe such as hurricanes, floods and terrorist attacks, and the vulnerabilities of 
other types of elements in a network. The concept of network-based seismic retrofit is 
applicable to any complex infrastructures in mitigating the functional losses against 
potential hazards. The study presented here will be implemented in MAEviz, a seismic 
loss estimation tool developed by the Mid-America Earthquake (MAE) Center, to 
comprehensively assess seismic risk in critical infrastructures.  
7.2 Future Studies 
This section provides recommendations for future studies related to this study. 
• This study applies to power, water, and transportation networks. Other types of 
infrastructures such as gas, telecommunications, sanitary sewers, and wireless 
 
 
networks need to be studied in order to develop more comprehensive seismic 
loss estimation and mitigation study of a region. 
• The vulnerability of only a few types of elements (e.g., pumping stations in 
water networks, power and gate stations in power networks, and bridges in 
transportation networks) was considered in this study due to lack of information. 
For better estimation, other vulnerable elements in the infrastructures (e.g., 
roadways in transportation networks and transmission towers in power grid) 
should be identified and considered in assessing system-wide losses. 
• Calibration was not performed for the approach presented in this study because 
seismic events are rare, which results in insufficient data in performing 
calibration. Nonetheless, future efforts should be placed on the calibration to 
make this approach more accurate. 
• Because only seismic hazards were considered in this study, taking into account 
other natural or manmade hazards in the future would benefit decision-makers 
in emergency preparedness. 
• Due to the complex nature of ground shaking, the correlation of seismic damage 
between components in the infrastructure is still under investigation by many 
researchers. Even though the characterization of the correlation of the damage 
from other hazards such as wind and floods is more transparent than 
earthquakes, it is important to understand that the consideration of the 
correlation would provide a better estimation of probable consequences.  Thus, 
future effort in this area is essential for improving this study. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
DETAILS OF NETWORK ANALYSIS ALGORITHM 
 
A. 1 Breadth First Search 
In graph theory, search algorithms are fundamental techniques that find all of the 
nodes and links in a network. Search algorithms are applied to solve many problems, 
including (a) finding all connected components (nodes) that can be reachable from a 
specific node, (b) finding all connected components that can reach a specific node, (c) 
finding all connected nodes in a network, and (d) finding the shortest paths between two 
nodes in an unweighted graph. These are essential pieces of information in solving 
problems in graph theory (e.g., maximum flow and minimum cost flow problems). 
Breadth-first search (BFS), which is a variant of the search algorithms, searches 
all of the neighboring nodes of a specific node. BFS then explores the neighboring nodes 
that are not explored, and so on, until it finds all of the nodes. The resulting output is a 
search tree that represents the connectivity of nodes in a network. Fig. A.1 shows a 
pseudo code of a search algorithm. Note that the BFS maintains the set LIST as a queue, 
selects a node from the front of the list, and adds the explored nodes to the rear. By doing 
so, BFS selects the marked (explored) nodes in a first-in, first-out order. BFS runs in 
O(n+m), where n is the number of nodes and m is the number of arcs. 
 
Begin 
Initialize  
  
while LIST ≠ ø do 
begin 
select a node i in LIST; 
if node i is incident to an admissible arc (i,j) then 
begin 
mark node j; 
pred(j) := i; 
next := next + 1 
order(j) := next; 
add node j to LIST; 
end 
else delete node i from LIST  
end; 
End 
Figure A.1 Search Algorithm (Ahuja et al., 1993) 
A.2 Successive Shortest Path (SSP) Algorithm  
 The successive shortest path algorithm is an algorithm that solves minimum cost 
flow problems. The minimum cost flow problem identifies the way that requires the 
 
 
minimum cost in sending a certain amount of flow, satisfying arc (link) capacity and 
demand or supply of every node, through a directed network. The minimum cost flow 
problem can be stated as follows: 
Let G = (N,A) be a directed network with a cost,  ijc  and a capacity, iju associated 
with every arc ( , )i j A∈ . For each node, i N∈ ,  a number b(i) indicates its supply or 
demand depending on whether b(i) > 0 or b(i) < 0. The mathematical formulation of 
minimum the cost flow problem is (Ahuja et al., 1993): 
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i j A
z x c x
∈
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 0 for all ( , )ij ijx u i j A≤ ≤ ∈  (A-6) 
 SSP solves the minimum cost flow problem by combining the shortest path and 
maximum flow algorithms. At each iteration, SSP selects a supply (excess) node and a 
unfulfilled demand node from the residual network, and it incrementally loads flow from 
supply to demand nodes on the networks through augmenting paths that are the shortest 
in residual networks. For each supply node, the previous step is repeated in order to 
satisfy all supply/demand (mass) balance. A pseudo-code of SSP is given in Fig. A.2, and 
notations and details are given in Ahuja et al. (1993).  
 
Begin 
Find an initial dual feasible pseudo-flow (x, π)   
 
While flow is feasible 
Select s such that b(s) > 0, t such that b(t) < 0 
For all i,  determine the shortest distance to i from s; d(i), with costs cπ on G(x); 
Update π = π − d; 
Send as much flow on the 0-reduced cost path from s to t; 
Update x 
End  
End 
Figure A.2 Successive Shortest Path Algorithm 
A.3 Traffic Assignment Models  
Traffic assignment models describe the behavior of drivers in a transportation 
network, such as drivers’ travel time and route choice. In the context of earthquake 
engineering, these models play a vital role in assessing the seismic performance of 
transportation network systems. In order to estimate the seismic effect on the system 
performance, traffic assignment models simulate the traffic flow to assess the level of 
system functionality with the integration of structural performance models (i.e., 
component capacity assessment). 
 From a broad perspective, traffic assignment models can be split into two classes: 
static and dynamic traffic assignment. In the static traffic assignment models, traffic 
 
 
demand, link volume, and link cost (travel time) do not change over time. Hence, these 
static models offer results such as route choice and travel time of drivers, which represent 
the steady state after the traffic flow is in equilibrium or within some acceptable margin 
of equilibrium. In contrast to the static models, the dynamic traffic assignment models 
offer a useful way to deal with non-stationary network conditions and drivers’ behavior.  
 The following sections provide a summary of these models focusing on their 
relative merits. 
A.3.1 Static Traffic Assignment Models 
 The static traffic assignment models can be categorized into two models, 
Deterministic User Equilibrium (DUE) and Stochastic User Equilibrium (SUE), by 
considering the modeling of drivers’ route choice. In the DUE model, the route choice is 
modeled such that a driver always chooses the shortest path, while the route choice is 
modeled stochastically in the SUE model. The background and application of these 
models are described in the following sections. 
 
Deterministic User Equilibrium (DUE) 
Wardrop (1952) developed two principles of equilibrium regarding an individual 
driver’s route choice. User Equilibrium (UE), Wardrop’s first principle, explains that a 
driver’s travel time on all used paths is equal for each origin-destination pair and no 
driver can have less travel time by changing the paths unilaterally. System Optimal (SO), 
Wardrop’s second principle, explains that the average travel time for drivers is minimum 
and drivers can reduce their travel time by changing the paths.  
The behavioral assumption of UE is quite reasonable for drivers traveling in an 
urban transportation network because they tend to seek routes that minimize their 
individual travel. SO can be applicable to networks where flows are completely 
controlled by a central authority. In the transportation literature, therefore, user 
equilibrium models are generally used to study the behavior of drivers in an urban 
transportation network. Significant work has been done in developing an efficient 
approach to solve the user equilibrium problem. The uniqueness of the user equilibrium 
problem is given in Sheffi (1985).  
The DUE models are fairly good predictors of the average travel time of drivers, 
which is a function of average link flow, in the realistic spatial distributions of traffic. 
These models have been used for many years and are still employed by transportation 
agencies and practitioners.  
The critical drawbacks of DUE models are: (a) these models were developed 
based on unrealistic assumptions, including traffic information that drivers’ behaviors are 
perfectly known, and that drivers’ behaviors do not change during assignment (Ran and 
Boyce, 1996); (b) the travel time on a link is independent of that on any other link, (c) 
typical link performance functions (e.g., BPR function) do not consider the spillback 
effect, which is critical in congested networks; and (d) dynamics of travel demand (e.g., 
traffic congestion at peak periods), network condition (e.g., capacity change due to traffic 
control, repair, and reconstruction), and drivers’ behaviors over time can not be 
considered. 
 
 
Due to the limitations in the static models, there has been increasing interest in 
more realistic models (e.g., dynamic traffic assignment models) for use in real-time 
operation and planning of complex urban traffic networks.  
Although there are known critical limitations in the static traffic assignment 
models, a DUE model is used in this study as a pilot approach because of the tremendous 
work in place, its current acceptability by practitioners, and the efficiency of computation 
for network design problem (NDP). 
 
Stochastic User Equilibrium (SUE) 
The SUE models take into account the variability of drivers’ route choice in the 
traffic assignment, while DUE models assume that all drivers choose the quickest route. 
Drivers may choose alternative routes based on individual preferences, which may give 
them a longer traveling time. An “attractiveness” or “utility” measure is introduced to 
describe the individual preference on each alternative route. An underlying assumption in 
the SUE models is that the drivers will choose the route that has the highest utility (Sheffi, 
1985). However, direct measurement of the utilities (attributes that influence the route 
choice) is quite difficult. Therefore, the utilities are modeled as random variables in the 
SUE models such that each available route has a nonzero probability of being used by a 
driver, and shorter routes have higher probability. The SUE models have been used as 
essential tools in planning in non-urban areas where there is relatively less congestion, 
compared to urban areas where not all of the drivers choose the quickest routes (Taplin, 
1999). The details and standard solution methods for the SUE are presented by Bell 
(1995) and Hazelton et al. (1998). 
 
A.3.2 Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) Models  
Recently, DTA models have received a great deal of attention from academia as 
well as transportation engineers, because they can take into account traffic realities (e.g., 
time-dependent network conditions and traffic demand) in traffic assignment and can 
offer better solutions than static approaches. Figure A.3 shows the demand assignment in 
a static and a dynamic model. Actual demand changes over time and it is concentrated 
during a peak period. The static models take the average of the demand for the traffic 
assignment; the dynamic models can assign the demand over time for traffic assignment. 
The key feature of the DTA is that the traffic flow and the route choice can be captured as 
a function of time. This feature allows time tracking of vehicles on a network system. 
Therefore, the DTA models have been considered as an emerging application for 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS; Ziliaskopoulos & Peeta, 2001) since the 1990s. 
The capabilities of DTA in the simulation of the traffic flow considering traffic realities 
and in optimal control of traffic under emergency situation through ITS would motivate 
the use of the DTA model in the field of earthquake engineering. 
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Figure A.3 Assigning a Time-Dependent Demand using a Static and a Dynamic Model 
 
The DTA models require time-variant data to represent the traffic dynamics or 
controls, unlike the static assignment models, because these model use different sets of 
decision variables based on the traffic behavior and system assumptions.  
Much research has been conducted to develop theories of DTA and its 
applications. However, most researchers in transport planning recognize that the 
development of a stable theory of DTA, which considers problem tractability and the 
realism of traffic flows, is still challenging. Although a mature theory for DTA is still in 
progress, it has evolved substantially since Yagar (1970) first introduced the concept of 
DTA. In a broad aspect, the DTA models can be classified into two categories: analytical 
and simulation-based. A brief review of both models is given in the following sections. 
 
Analytical DTA Models 
Yagar (1970, 1971) first introduced the concept of DTA and used the simulation 
technique for the optimization of the individual path choice based on UE. Merchant 
(1974) and Merchant and Nemhauser (1978a, 1978b) proposed the first mathematical 
programming model to formulate the DTA problem with a single origin-destination and 
fixed demand. This model was formulated to minimize total system travel time with a 
flow-based, discrete time, non-convex nonlinear mathematical programming. The non-
convexity of the Merchant and Nemhauser (M-N) model results in analytical and 
computational difficulties. Carey (1987) reformulated the dynamic least-cost network 
flow problem as convex nonlinear programming problem that offers mathematical and 
computational advantages over the M-N model. Extensions of the model were developed 
to handle multiple destinations and multiple commodities, yet this model violates the 
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) requirement for the SO control although vehicles on traffic 
networks tend to behave in a FIFO manner (Carey, 1992). Friesz et al., (1989) discussed 
link-based optimal control formulations for both the SO and UE objectives for the single 
destination case. The models adopt the link exit functions to propagate traffic, and link 
performance functions to calculate link travel times (or cost). Ran and Shimazaki (1989) 
used the optimal control approach to develop a link-based SO model with multiple origin 
and destinations. Janson (1991a, 1991b) formulated a model to the UE-DTA problem as a 
mathematical problem. One feature of his approach is that it seeks equilibrium with the 
 
 
assumption that users select their paths based on experienced travel times. Ziliaskopoulos 
(2000) formulated a linear programming model for the single destination SO-DTA 
problem based on the Cell Transmission Model (CRM; Daganzo, 1994), which was 
employed to propagate vehicles on links. This model does not need the link performance 
functions (e.g., BPR function) when the traffic flows propagate through the network.  
However, the analytical DTA models, which appropriately describe traffic flow 
propagation and the spatio-temporal interactions in mathematical abstractions, are 
currently unavailable due to the complex traffic interactions on transportation networks. 
This difficulty has motivated the development of analysis methodologies and algorithms 
for the application to the simulation-based DTA models, as discussed in the following 
section. 
 
Simulation-Based DTA Models 
 The simulation-based DTA models generally use a traffic simulator to simulate 
the complex traffic dynamics and traveler decisions over time and space, and to 
determine the optimal solutions. A complex array of network properties and the 
description of traffic interactions in a large-scale network, which cannot be handled in 
analytical DTA models, can be represented and captured through simulation-based traffic 
assignment models 
Mahmassani and Peeta (1993), and Jayakrishnan et al. (1994) developed DTA 
models that use a mesoscopic traffic simulator, DYNASMART, to solve the SO and UE 
time-dependent traffic assignment problems for travel demand with fixed departure times 
by using an iterative algorithm. This model is called a static DTA model because the time 
dependent travel demand (origin-destination pair) is assumed to be perfectly known. 
Ben-Akiva et al. (1997) proposed a dynamic traffic assignment model, DynaMIT, 
to estimate and predict traffic conditions. This model employs a demand and a supply 
simulator that interact to generate traffic information and path guidance for drivers. 
DynaMIT estimates and predicts the travel demand using the Kalman-Filtering method, 
considering historical and real-time data. 
Ziliaskopoulos and Waller (2000) developed an internet-based transportation 
model called VISTA (Visual Interactive Systems for Transportation Algorithms). This 
model includes (a) Geographical Information System (GIS), (b) a mesoscopic simulator 
based on the extension of CTM, Routesim, (c) the planning models based on static or 
dynamic SO and UE assignment models, and (d) the signal control models for isolated 
intersection signal timing plans based on simple delay functions and offsets. This model 
integrates spatial-temporal data and transportation models for planning, engineering, and 
operation. One of the key features of VISTA is that an analysis can be performed through 
the internet.  VISTA, a dynamic traffic analyses package, is used to simulate traffic flow 
for this study. 
 
A.3.3 Mathematical Formulation of Traffic Assignment Models 
Deterministic User Equilibrium 
 
    The Deterministic User Equilibrium (DUE) formulation with stochastic network 
capacities is presented as follows:  
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the unit cost of transportation on arc a A∈  for  
each capacity realization ω ∈Ω , 
xωZ ( )  = the user equilibrium objective for each capacity realization ω ∈Ω  
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kf  = the flow on path k ∈K between O-D pairs ,r s ∈ R  
xa        = the flow on arc a ∈ A  
rsq
ω       = the demand for transportation between O-D pair ,r s ∈R   
 
Note that this formulation differs from the basic formulation of the DUE, as the capacity 
is represented as aC
ω  which is the capacity of link, a, for each realization, ω ∈ Ω . The 
solution approach to this formulation is based on the Frank Wolfe algorithm (Sheffi, 
1985). 
 
Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) 
The mathematical formulation of the DTA model is as follows: 
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where the definition of variables and notation is given in Table A.1. 
 
 
 
 
Table A.1 Definition of Variable and Notation 
q Link flow 
qmax Maximum flow 
k Density 
km Optimum density when flow is at a maximum rate 
kj Jan density 
um Optimum speed when flow is at a  maximum rate 
uf Free-flow Speed 
Mt Cost per time interval that will yield user equilibrium flows 
C Set of cells 
CO Ordinary cells 
CD Diverging cells 
CM Merging cells 
CR Source cells 
CS Sink cells 
T Set of discrete time intervals 
r Source cell, Rr C∈  
s Sink cell, ss C∈  
t
ix  Number of vehicles in cell i at current time interval t 
iξ  Initial cell occupancies ( 0i ix ξ= ), i C∈  
t
iN  Maximum number of vehicles in cell i at current time interval t 
t
ijy  Number if vehicles moving from cell i to cell j from current time interval t to 
t+1 
E Set of cell connectors 
E0 Ordinary cell connectors 
ED Diverging cell connectors 
EM Merging cells connectors 
ER Source cells connectors 
ES Sink cells connectors 
t
iQ  Maximum number of vehicles that can flow into or out of cell i at current time 
interval t 
t
iδ  Ratio of forward to backward propagation speed for cell i at current time 
interval t; 
1 min{ , } / min{ , }t t t ti k i k i k i kif x Q Q and v w if x Q Qδ δ= ≤ = >  
( )iΓ  Set of successor cells to cell i 
1( )i−Γ  Set of predecessor cells to cell i 
t
id  Demand at cell I at current time interval t, Ri C∈  
t Current time interval 
τ  Discretized time interval 
 
 
 
APPENDIX B 
 
DETAILS OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
 
B.1 Simple Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic Representation 
Genetic representation must be done before running the process. GA generally 
works with a genotype representation of phenotype.  
A series of binary numbers is called chromosome or individual, which represents a 
possible solution. In this study, a retrofit scheme of a bridge is represented by a set of 
binary numbers as shown in Table A.2. A 2-bit binary number is used as follows: “0” for 
as-built, “1” for retrofit scheme 1, “2” for retrofit scheme 2, and “3” for retrofit scheme 3 
for each vulnerable bridge. If there are more available retrofit schemes, increasing the 
number of bits is required in order to consider all available retrofit schemes.  
 
Table A.2 Construction of a Population 
Population BR1 BR2 … BRN Chromosome Representation 
s1 0 1 … 2 [0001 …10] 
s2 1 3 … 0 [0111 …00] 
#  # # # # #  
sPop 3 1 … 2 [1101 …10] 
 
Initial Population 
An initial population is created using the random generation method. A random 
integer ( 0 Random Integer # of retrofit schemes≤ ≤ ) of each vulnerable bridge is 
generated and encoded using a binary code. Then, the codes of all vulnerable bridges are 
combined together to construct a chromosome, as shown in Table A.2. In this process the 
budget constraint is checked. The retrofit costs per unit length and lane are provided and 
they differ from one retrofit scheme to another. After a chromosome is created, the sum 
of retrofit costs is compared to the prescribed total budget. If the summation cost is 
greater than the total budget, the chromosome is discarded. This process is repeated until 
the prescribed number of chromosomes is created.  
The key issue in this step is the population size. The population size generally 
depends on the length of a chromosome. Many studies were conducted to estimate the 
proper population size (Goldberg, 1985, 1992; Harik, 1999). However, since those 
studies were carried out for specific problems, the proper population size of this study 
was chosen based on the computational time and the solution quality, while continuing to 
increase the population size. 
 
Evaluation of Fitness 
Fitness describes the optimality of a solution (a chromosome) in a genetic 
algorithm. Fitness is evaluated by applying an objective function that is problem 
 
 
dependent. In each generation, the fitness of the whole population is evaluated and a 
particular chromosome may be ranked against all other chromosomes. The highest fitness 
value in a population is compared to the stored fitness value during the process, and the 
higher fitness value will be stored. A chromosome that has the highest fitness value is 
considered an optimal solution. 
The objective of this study is to find a near optimal solution (retrofit strategy), 
that minimizes the estimated TSTT against the potential earthquake, with the limited 
budget. In order to evaluate each individual, a hazard interpretation component will be 
run to update the damage and the stochastic capacity reduction of each bridge using the 
fragility curves for a retrofitted bridge. Then, the assessment of post-earthquake system 
performance is performed to compute the estimated TSTT. In order to reduce exhaustive 
simulations of traffic models, post-earthquake TSTT is estimated only for unique 
individuals during the process. Unique individuals and corresponding results are stored 
and compared to individuals in new population. If there are unique individuals in the new 
population, post-earthquake TSTT is computed for each of them and the stored individual 
information is updated. The fittest solution (chromosome) will be the (near) optimal 
solution for the seismic retrofit of a transportation network system.  
 
Selection (Reproduction) 
A chromosome with a higher fitness value has a higher probability of contributing 
offspring in the next generation based on the survival of the fittest strategy. The overall 
objective of the selection operator is to select individuals in the current generation that 
would contribute offspring that better fit in the future generation. These individuals are 
stochastically selected through a fitness-based process in which fitter solutions 
(chromosomes) are typically more likely to be selected than the less fit solutions. In this 
study, individuals are selected using three selection methods: roulette wheel, tournament 
without replacement (tournament size = 2), and stochastic universal selections. 
 
a) Roulette Wheel Selection 
The roulette wheel selection method creates a biased roulette wheel for each individual in 
the population. The slot for each individual is sized in proportion to its fitness. Hence, the 
better the fitness of the chromosome the greater the chances of it being selected. The 
procedures are as follows: 
• Step 1: Find the highest fitness value, fk and the lowest fitness value,fi. 
• Step 2: Scale the fitness value. 
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• Step 3: Sum the scaled fitness value ( S ) and divide the fitness value of each 
individual by S . 
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where z is a population size. 
 
• Step 4: Generate random number r .  
 
 
• Step 5: Select i-th individual. 
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• Step 6: Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the number of selected individuals are equal 
to the number of individuals for the next generation. 
 
b) Tournament Selection (w/o replacement) 
This method selects k (= tournament size) individuals at random and then selects the 
fittest individual. Selected k individuals are discarded at the next selection. The 
procedures are as follows (Baker, 1987): 
• Step 1: Determine the tournament size (k = 2, in this study) 
• Step 2: Randomly sort the individuals in the population 
• Step 3: Choose k individuals from sorted individuals 
• Step 4: Compare the fitness value among k individuals and select the fittest 
individual 
• Step 5: Sort the remaining population and go back to step 3. 
• Step 6: Repeat step 5 until the number of selected individuals equals the number 
of individuals for the next generation 
 
c) Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS) 
SUS creates a roulette with equally sized slots for each individual, while the roulette 
wheel selection creates a roulette of which the segment size is equal to the individual’s 
fitness value. A random number in the range [0, 1] is generated and selects an individual 
that corresponds to a slot, where the random number falls in. This method does not 
consider the fitness values of individuals. Hence, it might be less effective than other 
selection methods. However, this method helps broadening the search space.  
 
Crossover Operation 
Crossover operation generates offspring by recombining two individuals selected 
in the selection operation. This operator is a highly important procedure in GA because it 
exchanges the genes of two parents (individuals) and accelerates the search speed. As a 
result, an innovative solution (child) can be generated. In this study, the total retrofit cost 
is checked after each crossover. If the retrofit cost is greater than the total budget, the 
process is repeated. The crossover probability is typically set to be between 0.6 and 1.0 
(Beasley et al., 1993). Three crossover methods are used in this study and described in 
the following sections. 
 
a) n-point crossover  
This method uses n randomly generated crossover points. The parents are split along 
these points and then two offspring are generated by recombining the split parts. Fig. A.4 
shows the process of a 2-point crossover. In this study, 1- and 2-point crossover methods 
are used.  
 
 
11110000111
Children
00001111000
11111111111
00000000000
Parent
 
Fig. A.4 2-Point Crossover 
 
b) Uniform Crossover 
The uniform crossover mixes the genes of two parents to generate two offspring, as 
shown in Fig. A.5. If the mixing probability is 0.5, it is estimated that half of the genes 
for each offspring would be coming from parent #1 and another half would be coming 
from parent #2. If the mixing probability is greater than 0.5, there is a bias in the genes 
inherited from the parents. The procedures are as follows: 
• Step 1: Determine the mixing probability Pm 
• Step 2: Generate a random number r within the range [0, 1]  
• Step 3: If r > Pm, the first child gets the first gene of parent #1 and the second 
child gets the first gene of parent #2. If r < Pm, the first child gets the first gene 
of parent #2 and the second child gets the first gene of parent #1. 
• Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each gene. 
 
10010001101
Children
01101110010
11111111111
00000000000
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Fig. A.5 Uniform Crossover 
 
Mutation 
Using the selection operator and the crossover operator, offspring can be 
generated. However, there is always a chance that the offspring will be somewhat 
identical to the parents. Thus, the mutation operator is introduced to randomly alter the 
genes of the offspring, as shown in Fig. A.6. This process enables GA to maintain 
diversity while introducing some random search behaviors. The probability of mutation is 
typically set at 0.001 (0.1%). The procedures are as follows: 
• Step 1: Determine the probability of mutation (Bp) 
• Step 2: Visit each gene and generate a uniformly distributed random number r 
within the range [0, 1] 
 
 
• Step 3: If r > Bp, mutate the gene by  swapping “0” with “1” and vice versa (“0” 
Æ “1” or “1” Æ “0”) 
 
Mutated Offspring
Offspring
0110011001
0100111001
 
Fig. A.6 1-Point Mutation 
 
B.2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) – II 
 NSGA-II consists of four major steps: problem initialization, non-dominated sort, 
calculation of crowding distance, and genetic operations. The following describes these 
four major steps in detail. 
 
Problem Initialization 
This stage develops the initial population based on the problem range and 
constraints, if these exist. The number of population should be prescribed before running 
NSGA-II. Genetic representation is same as SGA illustrated in previous section. 
 
Non-dominated Sort 
The initialized population developed in previous step is sorted based on pareto-
optimality (non-domination). The fast sort algorithm proposed by Deb et al. (2002) is 
described as follows:  
 
for each individual p in population P  
Initialize pS = Ø pS is a set containing all the individuals 
that is dominated by p 
Initialize pn = 0 pn is the number of individuals that 
dominate p 
for each q P∈   
if  q dominates p then  
{ }p pS S q= ∪   
elseif  p dominates q then  
1p pn n= +   
if pn = 0 then if p is not dominated by any other 
individuals 
1 1 { }F F p= ∪  Add p to 1st front 
i = 1 Initialize front counter 
while iF ≠ ∅   while i-th front is not empty 
Q = Ø Q is the set for strong the individuals in 
(i+1)th front 
for each ip F∈   
 
 
for each pq S∈   
1q qn n= −   
if 0 then { }qn Q Q q= = ∪   
i = i + 1  
iF Q=  Set the Q as the next front 
Fig. A.7 Fast Non-Dominated Sorting 
 
 
Crowding Distance 
 After the non-dominated sorting is completed, the crowding distance of each 
individual is calculated and assigned. The crowding distance is the Euclidian distance 
between each individual in a front based on their m objectives in the m dimensional hyper 
space. This distance is going to be used in performing selection operator in next step. The 
procedure of calculating crowding distance is summarized as follows: 
 
for each ij F∈ , set ( ) 0i jF d =  Initialize the distance of 
j-th individual in front, i 
for each objective m  
( , )iI sort F m=  Sort the individual in Fi 
based on objective m 
set  distance distance[1] [ ]I I l= = ∞   Assign infinite distance 
to boundary points, so 
that they are always 
selected 
for k=2 to (l-1)  
distance distance distance distance[ ] [ ] [ 1] . [ 1] .I k I k I k m I k m= + + − −  distance[ ] .I k m  refers to the 
m-th objective function 
of the k-th individual in I
Fig. A.8 Calculation of Crowding Distance 
 
Genetic Operations 
 After the individuals are sorted based on non-domination and their crowding 
distances are assigned, a selection operation is performed using crowded comparison 
operator ( n≥ ). This comparison is carried out based on non-domination rank and local 
crowding distance. The crowded comparison operator basically selects lower-ranked 
individuals if individual i and j are not in a same front, and the individual that has a larger 
crowding distance if i and j are in a same front.  
In this study, the individuals are selected by using tournament selection with 
replacement with the crowded comparison operator. NSGA-II used in this study also uses 
crossover schemes and a mutation operator introduced in simple genetic algorithm (SGA) 
to produce better results. 
 
 
 
APPENDIX C 
 
SIOUX FALLS NETWORK DATA 
C.1 Link Property for Sioux Falls Network Model 
Link 
 No. 
Start  
Node 
End  
node 
Length  
(mile) No. of Lanes β  γ Capacity / Lane Free Flow Speed (mile/hr)
1 1 2 0.4 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
2 1 3 0.3 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
3 2 1 1 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
4 2 6 0.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
5 3 1 3.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
6 3 4 0.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
7 3 12 0.1 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
8 4 3 0.4 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
9 4 5 0.4 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
10 4 11 0.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
11 5 4 1.7 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
12 5 6 1.7 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
13 5 9 3.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
14 6 2 1.7 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
15 6 5 0.3 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
16 6 8 0.9 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
17 7 8 0.5 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
18 7 18 0.2 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
19 8 6 1.7 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
20 8 7 3.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
21 8 9 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
22 8 16 1.1 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
23 9 5 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
24 9 8 0.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
25 9 10 0.5 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
26 10 9 0.5 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
27 10 11 0.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
28 10 15 3.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
29 10 16 1.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
30 10 17 0.5 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
31 11 4 0.2 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
32 11 10 0.6 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
33 11 12 0.6 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
34 11 14 0.3 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
35 12 3 1.1 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
36 12 11 0.6 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
37 12 13 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
38 13 12 1.9 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
39 13 24 0.9 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
 
 
C.1 Link Property for Sioux Falls Network Model (Continued) 
Link 
 No. 
Start  
Node 
End  
node 
Length 
(mile) No. of Lanes β γ Capacity / Lane Free Flow Speed (mile/hr)
40 14 11 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
41 14 15 0.5 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
42 14 23 2.9 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
43 15 10 0.6 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
44 15 14 0.5 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
45 15 19 1.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
46 15 22 1.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
47 16 8 1.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
48 16 10 1.6 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
49 16 17 0.2 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
50 16 18 0.6 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
51 17 10 0.6 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
52 17 16 0.2 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
53 17 19 1.5 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
54 18 7 2.9 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
55 18 16 0.6 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
56 18 20 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
57 19 15 1 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
58 19 17 0.7 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
59 19 20 0.9 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
60 20 18 0.5 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
61 20 19 2.9 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
62 20 21 0.9 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
63 20 22 1.6 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
64 21 20 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
65 21 22 0.5 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
66 21 24 1.6 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
67 22 15 0.4 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
68 22 20 0.7 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
69 22 21 0.5 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
70 22 23 0.3 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
71 23 14 0.7 3 0.1 2 2200 50 
72 23 22 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
73 23 24 1.2 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
74 24 13 0.3 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
75 24 21 0.4 2 0.1 2 1800 25 
76 24 23 0.4 1 0.1 2 1800 25 
 
 
 
C.2 Origin-Destination Pair for Sioux Falls Network Model 
Destination 
Origin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
1 0 11 11 55 22 33 55 88 55 143 55 22 55 33 55 55 44 11 33 33 11 44 33 11
2 11 0 11 22 11 44 22 44 22 66 22 11 33 11 11 44 22 0 11 11 0 11 0 0
3 11 11 0 22 11 33 11 22 11 33 33 22 11 11 11 22 11 0 0 0 0 11 11 0
4 55 22 22 0 55 44 44 77 77 132 154 66 66 55 55 88 55 11 22 33 22 44 55 22
5 22 11 11 55 0 22 22 55 88 110 55 22 22 11 22 55 22 0 11 11 11 22 11 0
6 33 44 33 44 22 0 44 88 44 88 44 22 22 11 22 99 55 11 22 33 11 22 11 11
7 55 22 11 44 22 44 0 110 66 209 55 77 44 22 55 154 110 22 44 55 22 55 22 11
8 88 44 22 77 55 88 110 0 88 176 88 66 66 44 66 242 154 33 77 99 44 55 33 22
9 55 22 11 77 88 44 66 88 0 308 154 66 66 66 99 154 99 22 44 66 33 77 55 22
10 143 66 33 132 110 88 209 176 308 0 440 220 209 231 440 484 429 77 198 275 132 286 198 88
11 55 22 33 165 55 44 55 88 154 440 0 154 110 176 154 154 110 11 44 66 44 121 143 66
12 22 11 22 66 22 22 77 66 66 220 154 0 143 77 77 77 66 22 33 44 33 77 77 55
13 55 33 11 66 22 22 44 66 66 209 110 143 0 66 77 66 55 11 33 66 66 143 88 88
14 33 11 11 55 11 11 22 44 66 231 176 77 66 0 143 77 77 11 33 55 44 132 121 44
15 55 11 11 55 22 22 55 66 99 440 154 77 77 143 0 132 165 22 88 121 88 286 110 44
16 55 44 22 88 55 99 154 242 154 484 154 77 66 77 132 0 308 55 143 176 66 132 55 33
17 44 22 11 55 22 55 110 154 99 429 110 66 55 77 165 308 0 66 187 187 66 187 66 33
18 11 0 0 11 0 11 22 33 22 77 11 22 11 11 22 55 66 0 33 44 11 33 11 0
19 33 11 0 22 11 22 44 77 44 198 44 33 33 33 88 143 187 33 0 132 44 132 33 11
20 33 11 0 33 11 33 55 99 66 275 66 44 66 55 121 176 187 44 132 0 132 264 77 44
21 11 0 0 22 11 11 22 44 33 132 44 33 66 44 88 66 66 11 44 132 0 198 77 55
22 44 11 11 44 22 22 55 55 77 286 121 77 143 132 286 132 187 33 132 264 198 0 231 121
23 33 0 11 55 11 11 22 33 55 198 143 77 88 121 110 55 66 11 33 77 77 231 0 77
24 11 0 0 22 0 11 11 22 22 88 66 55 88 44 44 33 33 0 11 44 55 121 77 0
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